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Abstract 
ABSTRACT 
The performance of agglomerated products is determined by their composition 
and structure [1]. For a given product, composition is usually fixed and the 
structure of the agglomerates is determined by the way they are manufactured. In 
this work, a commercial X-ray tomography PM: I) system was used in order to 
investigate the structure of individual agglomerates and how it is affected by 
different parameters during the granulation process. 
Qualitative analysis of cross-sectional images for different granulation systems 
show typical structures for different granulation methods (ranging from the 
opened structure of fluidised bed granules to the more compact high-shear 
granules). It is also shown that granules from the same batch can have different 
structures due to the coe3dstence of different granulation mechanisms during the 
granulation process. 
Further studies were carried out for high-shear melt granulation using calcium 
carbonate and polyethylene glycol as a model system. A method was developed 
to analyze XRT data in terms of radial profiles of greyscale intensity within the 
granules in order to provide information on their internal structure. Different 
process and formulation parameters were studied using this method alongside 
qualitative analysis of the images and dissolution/strength information. 
An increasing radial consolidation was observed in all cases. I-Egher impeller 
speed and longer granulation time increased the overall consolidation in the 
granules tested, resulting in stronger and slower to dissolve granules. The effect 
of formulation parameters was not dear in the radial profiles (XRT scans do not 
show dear structural differences due to resolution/ composition issues); but the 
effect was clear in the performance indicators: increasing primý particle size, 
binder molecular weight and binder to solid ratio resulting in stronger/more 
difficult to dissolve granules. 
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Chapter 1- Introduction. 
1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1.1 Particulate systems 
Particulate systems are all around us. They range from systems that are readily 
present in nature (such as sand dunes or pebble beaches) to manufactured daily 
consumer products such as instant coffee granules or pharmaceutical tablets. 
These systems are constituted of particles xxith sizes spanning over several orders 
of magnitude in size, from rocks to the submicron particles in a pharmaceutical 
tablet [2]. 
In industry, particle technology is a science of growing importance, as the 
functionality of products is required to be strongly specific in order to 
accommodate the growing demands of a competitive world. In the home, 
people demand in domestic life, our painkillers to act quickly, but also to taste 
inoffensive; u-ant our coffee granules to dissolve instantly but not to break up in 
the jar, detergent tablets that not only dean our clothes but make them smell 
great and iron easy. Whilst in industry silos need to discharge quickly to speed up 
production in addition the dust levels must be minimized, caking has to be 
avoided, homogeneity in pharmaceutical tablets is crucial, etc. These are only a 
few examples of how particulate systems play a crucial role in day to day life and 
also human economy. 
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In industry approximately 75% of manufacturing processes involve fine particles 
at some point P]. Manufactured materials that are particulate in nature cover a 
broad range of possibilities, from low-cost materials such as construction sands 
or agricultural grains to high-value particulates manufactured with a very specific 
function as is the case of the pharmaceutical or the fine chemical industry. As a 
result, particle technology is of importance in the majority of processes in the 
chemical, food and pharmaceutical industries as almost all of their products are 
in a powder form. It is estimated in [4] that up to 60% of the products in the 
chemical industry are manufactured as particulates, and a fin-ther 20% use 
powder as ingredients, whereby the value of these products accounts for up to 
US$l trillion in the United States alone. 
Proper design and handling of these fine particles are key to making a process 
successfuL Careful attention to particle characteristics during the design and 
operation of a facility can significantly improve environmental performance and 
increase profitability by improving product yield and reducing waste as pointed 
out in [3]. However, the behaviour of particulate solids differs greatly from that 
of liquids or gases. Firstly, liquid or gases can be considered a continuum, 
whereas particulate solids are not. A good example on how different it is dealing 
with particulate solids than with liquids is explained in [5], showing that for an 
engineer a liquid, such as ethanoL is significant on its own, the formula of 
ethanol can be deduced from its name as can its properties and conversely this 
collection of properties define ethanol. When it comes to particulate solids 
things are more complicated with other factors such as size distribution, 
flowabity or hardness playing a fundamental role in the description of the 
materiaL 
For A the reasons described above it is clearly important to gain an 
understanding on how the different processes that particulate solids are 
subjected to, can affect their behaviour. 
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1.1.2 Granulation and thesis motivation 
When dealing with small particulate solids it is useful to aggregate them together 
in order to form larger entities, granules. Granulation can be defined as the 
process of agglomerating particles together into larger, semi-permanent 
aggregates (granules) in which the original particles can still be distinguished [6]. 
This work- refers to wet granulation, in which the agglomeration of the 
particulate products is achieved by using a liquid binder in order to form 
interparticulate bonds [4]. 
Granulation can be seen as an example of particle design, by which the 
properties of the granules are controlled by a combination of formulation and 
process parameters [4]. Formulation parameters include all variables related to 
the original particulate material and the liquid binder used, for example particle 
size distribution of the start materials, type of binder or binder to solid ratios; 
whereas process parameters refer to all variables related to the equipment used 
to carry out the granulation process as well as the operation parameters used 
such as mixing time, intensity of mixing or operating temperature. 
The type of properties achieved by means of granulation include for example [1, 
6]: 
" EEmination of dust handling hazards or product losses. 
" Improved product appearance. 
" Reduced caldng or lump formation by improving flowability. 
" Increased bulk density for storage. 
" Creation of non-segregating blends. 
" Control of solubility. 
Some examples of products prepared utilising granulation can be seen in [1] such 
as fine chemicals like dyestuffs, food both for humans and animals or household 
products like detergents amongst other types of product. 
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Granulation can also be used in order to obtain functionalized products, for 
example in pharmaceutical applications active powders can be contained witbin a 
binder matrix that would only dissolve when in contact with the right kind of 
environment. 
Particulate products and particulate processes can be studied at different length 
scales: macro, meso and microscale. Some examples can be seen in Table 1.1. 
Table 1.1. Particle products and processes: Scales of view (adapted from 171) 
. Sc21CS 
1 Particulate processes I Particulate products 
N Liao view 
Production of granular ahunina (Aý03) from bauxite Definition of the product (density, 
I 
ore (Bayer Process) 
I 
appearance, purity, etc. ) 
Mcso view 
Study of the individual unit operations involved Particle size distribution 
I 
Cgrindiri& dissolution, calcinations, etc. ) 
I 
Prirnary processes (e. g. what is the time needed for the How does the particle look Eke, what Micro view dissolution of a 10 Wn crystal when the rate is is its surface area, is it porous, etc. 
I 
gotwned by mass transfer) 
I 
For wet granulation it is mident that the properties exhibited by the granules 
(whether as a tablet or as a group of individual granules) will be affected by the 
structure of the granules, and that dýs structure is detemiined by the granulation 
process. There is a lack of understanding on how the manufacturing process 
affects the structure of individual granules even though these structures are 
responsible for the properties exhibited by the final product. Research has 
traditionally focused on trying to relate formulation/process parameters to the 
properties exhibited by the products, but usually the effect of these parameters 
on the structure is overlooked. 
11iis thesis airns to gain an understanding of the relationships between the 
process and the properties by looldng at the structure of granules, which 
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originates from the manufacturing process and which is responsible for the 
properties exhibited by them. 
To aclýieve flis, the effect of. different variables on the structure of the 
manufactured granules was studied using x-ray tomography, which allows a 
physical insight of the constituents of the granules. For a series of both process 
and formulation parameters, the insight into the granular structure was coupled 
with the properties exhibited by those granules (dissolution and strength), in 
collaboration with on-going research by other members of the Particle Products 
Group at the University of Sheffield, Chemical & Process Engineering. 
1.2 THEsis OVERVIEW 
After tl-ýs short introduction (Chapter 1) a review of relevant literature is made 
(Chapter 2). Chapter 3 outlines the experimental methodologies used for this 
worL Chapter 4 presents the results obtained and analyses them qualitatively. In 
Chapter 5a method to carry out quantitative analysis is developed and applied 
on a series of high-shear melt granulation experiments in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 
outlines the main conclusions extracted from this work, and Chapter 8 suggests 
different possibilities to take d-ds work fin-ther. 
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2 
LITERATURE 
REVIEW 
2.1 INTRODUCTION TO GRANULATION 
In this work, the definition for granulation will be that of wet granulation: the 
process of agglomerating fine powder (primary particles) together in the 
presence of a liquid binder in order to obtain a smaller number of larger particles 
(granules). At any instant during the granulation process a granule will be made 
up of the original primary particles, binder, enirapped air and/or fragments of 
other granules that coalesce forming one agglomerate. The terms granule and 
agglomerate will be used indistinctively in this work. 
The benefits of this size enlargement process in industrial applications have been 
outlined in the introduction and are explained in fin-ther details in [6]. 
2.1.1 Methods for granulation 
Different methods can be used in wet granulation processes. There are four 
main types and the selection of the process depends on factors such as desired 
properties in the product (such as bulk density of granule size) as well as size and 
process liriýitations (such as inability to handle very viscous binders). Table 2.1 
compares the strengths and weaknesses of these processes. 
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Table 2.1. COMp2rison of the gr2nUl2tion capabilities of different types of granulation 
processes (source 111) 
Low shear 
mechanical 
mixers 
Fligh shear 
mechanical 
mixers 
Fluidised bed 
granulators 
Steam rewetting 
(insuntising) 
Fine/cohesive 
feed powders 
++ 
Coarse feed 
powders 
+ 
High %iscosity + +++ N/A binders 
Low density 
<Imm granules 
+ + ... 
Dense <Imm 
spherical granules 
+ 
Dense 1-10 mm 
size spherical ... N/A 
granules 
Examples of the different types of mixers can be found in [1] and are as follows: 
0 Low shear n-dxers: the powder is lifted mechardcaRy but flows under 
gra-6ty (eg. rotating dnun mixers). 
w 11igh shear mixers: the material is mixed by means of a fast rotating 
impeller impacting and shearing the material vithin the mbdng bowl (e. g. 
high shear mixers). 
0 Fluidised bed granulators: the movement of particles is induced by a gas 
stream and at any time the proportion of Equid binder in the mixer 
needs to be kept low enough to avoid defluidisation. 
0 Steam re-wetting- applicable to highly soluble solids that are dispersed in 
air and contacted with water vapour in a drying tower to create low 
density granules. 
In this project the experiments are carried out using hýgh-shear mixers. A 
detailed description of a Iýigh-shear mixer, including design, scale up and process 
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parameters can be found in [8]. The high-shear mixer used in this work- is 
described in Chapter 3. 
In high shear granulation the primary particles are added to the mixing bowl and 
the liquid binder can be added by three different methods M: 
m Poured onto the surface of the powder bed (pour-on) 
0 Sprayed onto the surface of the powder (spray-in) 
x Added as solid binder flakes to the powder bed (melt-in). 
The method of binder addition will affect the way the granulation occurs and the 
properties of the granules. Also in [9] it is reported that binder distribution 
vithin agglomerates is initially size depenclant although tending to a uniform 
distribution with long granulation times. 
More details about the high shear mixer and the experimental protocol used for 
the experiments in this work- can be found in the experimental chapter. 
2.1.2 Mechanisms of granulation 
The first research in granulation took place about 50 years ago using sand in 
drum granulators [10]. Since then the knowledge and understanding of the 
process has increased considerably. In 1973 Sastry and Fuerstenau proposed a 
theory to explain the mechanisms involved in granulation [11]. It was a rather 
complex explanation that included several competing mechanisms, the 
distinction between those depending on the cut size established to differentiate 
between granules and non-granulated materials (Figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1. Traditional granulation mechanisms (source 141). 
Some of those mechanism, can be considered as cases of coalescence or 
breakage, and Ennis and Litster in 1997 explained granulation as a combination 
of three rate processes: x-vetting and nucleation, consolidation and coalescence, 
and attrition and breakage [61 (Figure 2.2). 
m Wetting &. Nuclealson 
C', q,, ohdatiot, & C. mic-up, c 
A&L 
410 lb 
ýtw 
0 
------- I, - . I* -f 
ge . 
Figure 2.2. "Modern" approach to granulation (source 141). 
A detailed description and importance of each of the three rate processes can be 
found in 14]. Briefly: 
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Wetting and nucleation: this process refers to the initial contact between 
the binder and the dry powder bed and how the binder distributes vithin 
this bed to create the initial nuclei granules. The relative sizes berwccn 
pru-narý- particles and liquid binder droplets -N%U influence the nucleation 
mechanisms, with t-wo main nuclei fon-nation mechanisms (distribution 
and immersion)[12,131. 
Consolidation and growth: par6cle-particle and particle-equipment 
interactions lead to granule compaction and growth. Different authors 
have described tl-ils process differently. For exarnple Vonk el al. [14] 
propose a destructive nucleating growth mechanism by which gro-,. -, -th 
occurs after initial nuclei are broken down and further densified. Ivcson 
and Iýitster 11D] introduced a grow-th regime map showing the 
dominating granule gro-,, -th mechanism as a function of granule 
deformation (given by the Stokes deformation number). 
Deformation 
Number 
De =pýJ, 
7ýýY. 
"Dry" -Crumb 
Free- eve Slurry/ LO 
Flowing oop ver-Wei 
Powder - R& ' pod 
Mass 
Steady 
1 
Growth Growth 
0 
.,.: * 40 0 - 
Nucleation 
Only IndUCtion 
0 100% 
Maximum Pare Saturation, 
smal ý "PAO'Effild/Mcowto 
Figure 2.3. Granule growth regime map (source 1151). 
Attrition and breakage: due to impact, wear or compaction in the mixer 
or during further product handling. Different breakage/ attrition 
mechanisms are reported in the literature, classified according to the 
effect of the damage on the ag ,, glornerates, or on the type of 
for-ces that 
cause tl-ýs damage (for example in [16]). 
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2.1.3 Final considerations 
Even though granulation has been the subject of research for almost 60 years, 
the discipline is currently extremely active with much research being conducted 
at a fast pace. Industrial interest in granulation has also gradually grown in the 
last decades with virtually every product that appears as a powder undergoing a 
granulation step to benefit from the improved product characteristics it offers. 
The granulation mechanisms are not well understood. However extensive 
research in the field has allowed a better understanding of the different variables 
that affect the process. The future of granulation will go through the 
understanding of the granulation mechanisms at the different length scales so 
that granulation processes can be designed to obtain specific product properties. 
It is there that this work focuses: on trying to understand the effect that different 
granulations conditions have in the structure on single granules and how this 
structure may show in the properties they exhibit. 
2.2 GRANULE STRUCTURE 
The term structure describes the way a system is internally built-up from its basic 
components. For agglomerates, structure can then be defined as the spatial 
arrangement of the basic components of a granule, which are: primary solids, 
binder and intra-particle porosity. 
Scale information should also be given alongside structural information. In this 
case, macro-structure would refer to the powder bed or the tablet structure, 
meso-structure to internal agglomerate structure and rnicro-structure would 
describe the structure of the basic components. To quantify structure the 
following must be known [17]: 
0 Amount of each component: quantified by its phase volume. 
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0 Size of the defined phases, which can be calculated using chord length 
distributions. 
0 Distribution of the phases throughout the system, describing the granule 
homogeneity. 
These characteristics can quantify the structure of an isotropic, spatia. Uy 
unlitylited structure. They do not account for the granule's shape, outer 
morphology or radial concentration gradients. 
2.2.1 Importance of granule structure 
The structure of an agglomerate is a key factor in determining the final 
properties of the product, whether as independent agglomerates or tablets. The 
performance of agglomerated products is determined by their composition, 
structure and the way they have been manufactured [6]. For a given product, 
composition is usually fixed and the structure of the agglomerates is determined 
by the -%ray they are formed. It is therefore very important to understand how the 
structural characteristics of in agglomerate are going to affect its properties as 
well as how the manufacturing method is going to affect the structure achieved 
by the agglomerate. Tl-ýs way it would be possible to build links between 
manufacturing and final product properties that Will encompass the structuring 
of agglomerates from the beginning of their processing in order to obtain a 
desired product performance. Early work (1966) shows how the granulation 
methods have a direct effect on the propertids exhibited by the final product, but 
does not relate this effect to the granule structure [18]. 
Knowing how to measure and describe the internal structure of agglomerates 
would also allow its incorporation into fundamental modelling of granulation 
[19] allowing the use of structural characteristics in simulation tools, physical 
models or to predict structure dependant granule behaviour [17] . 
Properties of granulated material are determined by its composition, size 
distribution, shape and internal structure [17]. 'I'he composition is fixed usually 
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by chemical requirements to achieve certain properties of the product. The size 
distribution is usually chosen to meet criteria such as appearance, dust content 
and bulk- density targets. Therefore it is the agglomerate morphology, shape and 
structure that ultimately determine the properties of the granule. Although this 
statement is mostly applicable in a pharmaceutical environment (in non- 
pharmaceutical environments there is more freedom to change parameters, use 
different additives to modify certain properties, etc. ), it highlights the importance 
of granule structure. 
The granule structure will determine important properties such as the 
intergranular bonding during compression (important for tabletting), breakage or 
dissolution rates of the product. 
The intergranular bonding behaviour during compression is described in [20] as 
'13] are the resulting tablets properties and structure [20,21]. Previous work [22, ý 
described four types of structure depending on the manufacturing process of the 
granules (Figure 2.4). These models are summarized in 
Table 2.2 and show different types of intergranular bonding during the 
compression of the granules to form tablets (Figure 2.5): 
a For pre-compressed granules (roller compacted granule) the binder 
particles are present as discrete particles within the granules and little 
intergranular bonding occurs during tabletting (bonds are only formed 
between solid pardcles), leading to the formadon of low strength tablets. 
a The opposite occurs in the case of spray dried granules. The high 
concentration of the binder at the surface creates large areas of 
intergranular binder to binder contact, even at low tabletting pressure. 
x For wet-massed granules, the granules make contact between binder and 
binder, binder and crystals and the crystals themselves. The area of 
intergranular binder bonding is smaller, resulting in tablets weaker than 
those produced from spray dried granules. 
Spray-coated granules are characterized by the presence of a surface layer 
of binder (Figure 2.4 and Figure 2-6). 
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Figure 2.4. Structure of granules prepared b-, different process methods 
(modified from 1231). 
Fhc term "spray dning" and "spray granulation" are used as synonyins in tl 
early work and the structures reported for this ty c of agglomerates (see Figure p 
2.4) correspond to the ty ical opened structure of fiuldled bed granules (as we ý 
pi 
ýx, ifl see in Chapter 4). 
lable 2.2 was modified in order to accommodate the ten-n "Ruldised 
bed 
granulation" alongside the properties typical of agglomerates obtained this vvaý . 
Table 2.2. Characteristics of granules prepared by different processes (modified from 
1231) 
(; r. 1111liL pr(ycm 
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Main bonding 
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Figure 2.5 Schematic representation of granule structure and intergranular 
bonding during compression (modified from [201). 
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Figure 2.6. Internal structure of a typical spray coated powder (source 1231). 
Morc rccent work shows the importance of structural characteristics on the 
properties shox-ri by agglomerates, such as breaka e [1,24] or the behaviour of I Cx- 9 
granules under stress [25]. The void fraction, as well as the size and spatial 
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distribution of pores within the granule, is also a key characteristic since the 
presence of pores has a direct influence on properties such as wet and dry 
strength, dissolution and disintegration in a liquid medium [26]. 
2.2.2 First attempts to look into granule structure 
The first attempt to look inside single agglomerates used an abrasion technique 
combined with chemical analysis to study the position and concentration of 
binder throughout the granules [27]. Granules of magnesium carbonate were 
created using polyvinylpyrrohdone (PVP) as binding agent by wet massing. The 
distribution of binder within the granule and iti effect on local strength as drying 
occurred was studied by calculating the radial distribution of binding agent at 
different stages during the drying process. 
In order to do d-ds, an attrition method previously described in [28] and [29] was 
used; a method by which the outer layers of the specimens were removed and 
analysed for PVP content using infrared spectroscopy. 71he core weight was 
recorded and the diameter measured. Elastic modulus and hardness 
measurements were then made, and the process repeated until the core weight 
was reduced to about 10% of the original weight. 
This work- showed granules to have two concentric regions with different 
properties. The hardness was found to increase towards the outer layers of the 
granule. The Young's modulus of elasticity followed a similar pattern to the 
hardness, decreasing towards the centre of the granule up to a point where it 
remained constant. In addition, the amount of PVP was found to be higher in 
the outer layers of the granules. The extent of these properties depends on the 
drying profile the samples are subjected to. 
With regards to pharmaceutical composition, non-uniform distribution of binder 
within agglomerates can be coupled to misdistribution of the active component. 
Therefore, any attrition during storage or further processing can cause fines with 
a composition different from the bulk-, resulting in lower product quality. 
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Optical techniques were also developed [30] to determine the distribution of 
polyvinylpyrrohdone (PVP) binder in fluidized bed dried granules, by labelling 
the binder with a fluorescent material and assessing its position within the 
granules by light microscopy. They used fluorescein isothiocyanate (FIC) to label 
the binder and make it fluoresce when excited by light. 
Following this, a mixture of the labelled PVP and normal PVP was created to 
achieve suitable fluorescence, and this mixture then used to granulate powder 
mixtures in a fluidized bed. Sample granules were taken and observed using a 
fluorescence microscope. Sample granules were also embedded in wax and cut 
into 20 ýLrn thick sections with a microtome. The sections were also inspected 
with a fluorescence microscope and they report that the distribution of PVP 
within the granules could be seen perfectly. Unfortunately, no quantitative results 
are given in their work about how the binder distributes within the agglomerates, 
only the method is explained. 
2.2.3 Solvent extraction methods 
Seager et al. [22] initially tried to study the structure of agglomerated material as 
related to the manufacturing process and final product conditions. Previous 
work from the same authors [23] had suggested that properties of granules are 
governed by the distribution of the binding agent within them, which is in turn 
determined by the method of manufacture. A solvent extraction method was 
then developed [22] to study the position of the binder within granules prepared 
by three different methods (roller compaction, wet massing and spray drying) 
and relate the product structure with the production process mechanism (Figure 
2.7). 
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Figure 2.7. Schematic diagram of the mechanisms of the solvent extraction 
method for binder matrix formation (source 1221). 
In order to study the structure by a solvent extraction technique an appropriate 
combination of drug and binder -\N, as chosen with different properties of 
solubiht-\-. The system chosen was paracetamol with a hydrolysed gelatinc binder. 
The solvent used consisted of 60/40 chlorofon-n and ethanol. The 
paracetamol readily dissolves in this mixture and the gelatine binder 1, -, not 
affected. Therefore the paracetamol is dissolved and washed awav and the binder 
is kept intact. 
After the extraction process, the binder residue was obsen-ed using SENI. As 
expected, different structures \vere seen for the different manufacturing 
techniques: 
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0 RoUer compaction - In the roller-compaction process, the binder was 
finely divided prior to addition to help the bonding process between it 
and the paracetamol crystals. Different proportions of binder were tested 
and in every case the binder was present as discrete particles forming the 
bonds between the paracetamol crystals. The binder particles showed 
different morphologies depending on the operation pressure of the 
compactor. 
0 Wet Massing - In the case of wet-massed granules the binder was found 
to be in the form of a solid sponge-like structure holding together the 
paracetamol crystals. The structure had the same characteristics at 
different binder levels, except for visible differences in thickness. 
0 Spray-granulation - The structure was remarkably different in this case. 
For this manufacturing method the granules consisted of spherical 
particles composed of an outer shell of binder with an inner core of 
paracetamol powder. The structure was the same at all binder levels 
except for the thickness of the outer shell. 
Although quite vague, this is the first work trying to relate granule structure with 
process manufacture, introducing the solvent extraction method. Three different 
Idnds of structure for the different ways of manufacturing the granules were 
described: wet-massed granules showed the binder distributed throughout the 
agglomerates in a sponge-like matrix, spray-dried granules showed the binder 
concentrated as a shell at the surface of a sphere, and pre-compressed granules 
where the binder was present as discrete particles embedded in the agglomerates 
which were formed largely from interparticulate bonds between the paracetamol 
crystals (Figure 2.8). 
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Figure 2.8. SEINI photographs of the binder extraction methods (source 161): 
(a) viem of wet massed granules, (b) vie", of the state of the binder after 
solvent extraction process, (c) wet massed aranule; (d) wet massed granule LI 
after solvent extraction process, (e) surface appearance of wet massed 
granule. (f) surface appearance of wet massed granule after solvent 
extraction method. 
This method led onto investigations focused on the effect of the structural 
characteristics of granWes on their bonding and tabletting properties [20,21]. 
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The solvent extraction method was also applied to fluidized bed granules [311. 4.2 LJ 
Two different size ranges from the fluidized bed granules (250-500 and 500-1000 
ýtm) were analysed to discover that the fluidized bed granules had a more porous 
structure than wet-massed ones, resulting from the random nature of the 
agglomeration/ fluidization process and the absence of shear during the 
fluidization. Individual solid particles or aggregates formed by electrostatic 
attraction became coated or partially covered with the granulation solution, 
leaving a layer of sticky binder. Other particles collided with these sticky 
crystals/agglomerates forniing aggregates, that then themselves became coated 
with finther deposits of binder solution and this process continued as the 
aggregates grew into granules, giving a characteristic open structure. 
The solvent extraction technique was also used to dissolve the agglomerates and 
then describe the structure of the granules in terms of the size distribution of the 
primary particles left behind [32,33]. Granules were made with calcium 
carbonate (CaCO) and silicon carbide (Siq powder, and distilled water was 
used as a binder. The structure of the composite granules formed was discussed 
on the basis of the size distributions of the silicon carbide particles contained in 
the granule, dividing them into six kinds of structure models, which were 
affected by the granulation conditions (Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10). The method 
is described belov- 
0 The granules were dried for 1 hour at 120 T and different sieve sizes 
selected for farther studies. To prevent the SiC particles in the granule 
from being affected by farther physical/chemical treatment they were 
solidified by heating the granules for 1h at 1000 T. These are named a- 
granides. 
To separate the SiC particles from the granule, the CaC03 was dissolved 
-Aith a HCI solution. The SiC agglomerates are named b-qglomerafes. 
Further treatment applied attempted to break up dusters of SiC that had 
been formed during the treatments by using EDTA-2Na in order to 
break bonds due to the presence of calcium silicate (Ca., SiO4) which 
might be produced by heating the granule composed of SiC andCaC03' 
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The solution added did not have any effect on agglomerates of pure SiC 
that had been fon-ned in the gramýlation process. These SiC agglomerates 
contained in the b-gramLs are narned -(, i , gglomerales. 
a-1 a-2 -a -3 a-4 a-5 a-6 
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Fig ure 2.9. Typical morphology of composite granules observed by electron 
probe micro-analyser (source 1331). 
The structiire of the binan- composite granules made of CaCO, and SIC 
powders is discussed in terms of the size distributions of SiC agglomerates (c- 
agglomerates) contained in the granules. They grouped the structure into three 
classes (A, B and C) according to the characteristics of the dispersion of SiC 
agglomerates in a single granule. Each of these groups vvas further divided into 
rwo-subgroups according to the mean diameters of the a, b and c-, oranllles (sizes 
Dt, (1, and d, respectively). 
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Figure 2.10. Analysis of composite granules composed of the binary mixture 
of CaCO3 and SiC powders using image analyser and estimated composite 
structure models of a granule. In the models, the white part denotes the 
CaC03 component and the black denotes and agglomerate of SiC particles el 
(source 1331). 
2.2.4 Imaging techniques 
Folloving the definition of structure as the spatial arrangement of the basic 
components of a granule [17]. a technique capable of measuring it should give 
the spatial arrangement inside the granule either in two or three dimensions. 
vide this kind of information are (from [1, Some of the techniques that can pro, 
SENI (scanning electron i-mcroscopy): standard tool to ii-nage 
microstructures. It has a high spatial resolution and good material 
contrast, therefore allowing the identification of different phase,, present 
in a granule. It is only a two-dimensional technique therefore in order to 
image internal structures they have to be exposed, requiring slicing of the 
specimen to be analysed. An example of the application of SEM 
charactenzing agglomerate morphology can be seen in [3 341. 
IR (infrared) rnicroscopv: in this, case infrared signal can be used for 
material identification. It presents the same disadvantages as SENI, and 
its spatial resolution is much lower. 
NIRI (magnetic resonance Irnaging): non-destructive three-dimensional 
technique. Uses nuclear magnetic resonance properties of the material. 
High spatial resolution but it cannot be easUy usedwith any specimen. 
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XRT (x-ray tomography). non-destrucuve three-dimensional technique. 
L'tihze- the x-ray absorption properties of the material. It has the highest 
spatial resolution and if the x-ra\, source is of sufficient quality. the 
contrast between different materials is sufficient to be able to identiýv 
them and analvze the agglornerate structure (Figure 2.11). I-- 
Figure 2.11 Comparison of NIRI and XRT images of single granules. (a) Pý P-- 
Cross section through a single granule using MRL nominal resolution 3'5 x 
35 x -550 ýLm (source [351). (b) cross section through a single granule using 
XRT, nominal resolution 4.25 x 4.25 x 4.25 ýtm. 
2.2.5 Quantification of granule structure from imaging techniques 
A segmentation step is necessary in order to quanufA- grariLAar structure from 
images, signifý, ing that each point in the image has to be classified as part of one 
of the defined phases [171. 
In the segmentation process the main area of uncertainty arises when partial 
-, -oxehng happen,; (Figure 2.12). TI-tis effect happen,, when two or more phases 
occur in a single voxel. When on1y one phase is present in a voxel the signal 
intensity \-611 be characteristic of that phase, but when more than one phase is 
present the signal wdl be a combination of the contributions of the different 
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phases. The quantitative limitations imposed by the partial voxeling effect have 
been subject to study in fields like medical imaging, and different mathematical 
approaches have been used in order to quanfify and correct for this problem (for 
example [36]). Most research into d-iis topic has been done in the field of inedical 
imaging using MRI as the technique. 
BINDER 
PRIMARY 
PARTICLE 
1 
Pi) 
AIR GAPS 
Figure 2.12. Schematic representation of partial voxeling: it occurs when 
more than one component occurs in the same voxel. The intensity of the 
voxel depends on the proportions of the components present. 
A set of five key descriptors in order to quantify granule structure are also 
proposed in [171 using imaging techiuques as the basis for this analysis and 
include the amounts of the phase volumes, their sizes and a homogeneity 
measurement. 
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2.3 X-RAY COMPUTED MICROTOMOGRAPHY 
23.1 Introduction 
Optical or electron microscopes can provide very detailed information about the 
surface of a sample. However, the information they provide is only two 
dimensional and it is not always possible to transform it into three dimensional 
information about the structure of the object. Nficroscopy can be used to obtain 
two dimensional images of thin slices of sample whereby these images can be 
reconstructed into a three dimensional model of the object. This method not 
only is destructive but it would not be applicable for single granules as the 
preparation of the samples would affect the structure of the sample, and also the 
thickness of the slices would be too big and lead to loss of information of the 
sample structure [37]. 
In order to verify this, microtomy experiments were carried out to obtain thin 
slices of single granules to look at their internal structure. These experiments 
were carried out at the department of Biomedical Science at the University of 
Sheffield due to their background on using the technique on medical and 
biological applications. The samples were embedded in wax and slices 5 [Irn 
thick were cut. However, it was clearly seen using an optical microscope that the 
structure of the granules had been modified due to the action of the blade 
(Figure 2.13). 
Another method to study the structure of the granules needed to be found. It 
has to be non-destructive in order to preserve granule structure and accurate 
enough in order to analyze single granules. X-ray microtornography was deemed 
a suitable method due its resolution, non-destructive nature and ability to deal 
with samples without prior preparation. Furthermore access to X-ray 
tomography was granted by Unilever. 
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Figure 2.13. Microscopy image of a slice through a single granule using a 
microtome. 
Standard X-ray images are two dimensional shadow images of complete three- 
dimensional structures in which the depth information is lost as they only show 
an integration of the absorption properties of the material along one axis. X-ray 
tomography uses series of shadow images of the sample obtained at different 
angles in order to reconstruct the internal structure samples. As an example 
consider an object with only one point of significant absorption. An x-ray beam 
is fired through the object creating a two dimensional shadow image of the 
absorption point with a one dimensional shadow line corresponding to the 
absorption point within the object. This shadow line is detected and all possible 
location points of absorption are marked along this line in a computer. 'Me 
object is then rotated, and another shadow image taken. This process is repeated. 
With each new rotation a new line of possible object positions is added to the 
reconstruction area. This operation is called "back projection" and after several 
rotations the position of the absorption point within the object can be localised. 
By increasing the number of shadow projections the position becomes more 
defined P7]. This is illustrated in Figure 2.14. 
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OBJECT AIREA OF REGONSTRUGTION 
3 views 5 views 9 views la views 
-------------- ----------------------- - ------------ ----------------------- - ------------------------------------ Figure 2.14. Diagram showing the location of an absorption point within an 
object using back-projection and effect of the number of rotations (source 
1371). 
Real objects can be understood as many of absorption points and licncc be 
analyzed with this technique. The object is represented as a number of separate 
absorption voxels, Nvith the linear attenuation for a given x-ray beam 
corresponding to the sum of the absorption of all the voxels inside this beam. 
This way, two dimensional slices can be obtained using one dimensional shadow 
lines from different angles and the three dimensional structure of an object can 
be obtaincd by layering the two dimensional slices on top of each other. 
XRT then generates images of different cutting planes of the material non- 
destructively, and three dimensional maps of density and elemental distributions 
can potentially be obtained with high resolution and short scanning time. By 
implementing a mathematical algorithm, XRT creates cross-sectional images of 
the internal structure of a sample from measurement and analysis of penetrating 
radiation directed through the sample [381. 
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The algorithm used to reconstruct the internal structure of a simple from a 
series of shadow X-ray images was developed by Con-nack- [39,40] and the first 
experimental 3ý-ray tomography scanner was developed by Hounsfield in 1972 
[41]. Hounsfield and Cormack shared a Nobel Prize for medicine in 1979 for the 
"development of computer assisted tomography". 
XRT is a well established technique in medical imagery, but is also a rapidly 
evolving technology that is beginning to be used in different applications such as 
geosciences [42,43] or materials technology [44,45] due to the technical 
development of its basic components (X-ray configuration, X-ray source, X-ray 
detectors, specimen holder). 
Different generations of X-ray tomographs have different geometries and layout 
of its basic components, but the principles on wlýich they are based remains the 
same and is depicted in Figure 2.15. Any XRT system consists of two parts [38]: 
A physical measuring technique (x-ray source, detector, specimen 
holder), that generates and stores the two dimensional shadow images of 
the sample at different angles. 
A mathematical reconstruction algorithm that creates cross-sectional 
images of the internal structure of a sample from measurement and 
analysis of the shadow images. 
Several reconstruction algorithms have been developed. One of the most 
common is the cone-beam reconstruction algorithm developed by Feldkamp et 
aL [46]. Other common algorithms are the fan-beam or the spiral scan. A 
comparison and critical analysis of different reconstruction algorithms (fan- 
beam, cone-beam, spiral scan) has been made by Sasov [47]. 
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Figure 2.15. Schematic of the typical X-ray tomography set-up. 
The main advantages of Xl; ýF over other imaging techimques is that it allows for 
a non-destructive, three -dimensional evaluation of the internal structure of 
objects, %vith a continuously increasing special resolution as its physical 
comporients develop. 
A morc detaýed description of each of the different components and detaýs in 
how the technique can be used can be seen in [38], [48] or [491. 
2.3.2 Applications in Powder Technology 
Due to Its origin outside powder technology, its applicauon-, in this area are only 
starting to be explored, but the potential of the technique I-, um-nense due to the 
optimisation of the most appropriate scanning configuration. swtable X-raý 
sources and detectors, X-ray energ-v, cahbration and hence miniinization of the 
artefacts created by the technique. 
A ven- interesting application of -XRT to particle technology is reported in 
[50] 
that uses XRT to characterize the internal structure of agglornerates. Two "test" 
granules were created with two different binders and two different pnrnarý 
po,, %-ders, by dropping a single droplet of binder onto a bed of powder. -WI, 
showed different structures: loosely packed for non-cohesive powders that let 
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the binder disperse through the powder surrounding the nuclei and densely 
packed with cohesIVe poN-,, ders with which the nuclei contract towards 
themselves. 
Further investigations on the potential uses of XRT to characterize granular 
structure that were used as an input for discrete element modelling (D[`. Ný to 
vený- and validate existing models [511. A model granule was created and XRT 
used to characterize the three-dimensional location of the primary particles and 
their respective diameters (Figure 22.16 and Figure 
2.17). Simulations of a 
sphencal-shaped granule produced within the DENI code were compared to 
those of the XRT characterized granule, showing different behaviour between 
the two different agglomerates, due onlý- to structural and shape differences. 
(b) 
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Figure 2.16. X-ray microtomographs of model granule. (a) Side view, (b) to 
(d) cross sections at different heights (source 1511). 
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Figure 2.17. Model granule. (a) DEM reconstruction based on XRT 
characterization, (b) original x-ray image of granule (source 1511). 
KRT has also been used to calculate the total porosity, pore size distribution and 
geometric structure of pores in pharmaceutical graniAes and comparc the results 
to data obtained with more conventional methods such as mercurý' porosimetrý 
and gas adsorption [261. Resu. 1ts showed that XRT is less precise in the 
determination of total porosity than the more conventional methods, but on the 
other hand the main advantage of XRT is, that it provides detailed information 
about the true pore geometrý- and distribution within the granules in a non- 
destructive manner. It also accounts for internal occluded pores, although its 
resolution can not yet resolve narrow pore channels. In this work the granule is 
considered as a two-component system: air and solid matter, with no 
differentiation between binder and primary particles. This way, the images 
restilting forrn X-RT analysis had to be transformed to binary ones, hence the 
need to find a threshold value (Figure 2.18). 
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Figure 2.18. Reconstructed cross-section images from XRT analysis of two 
different granules done under different granulation conditions, showing the Lý 
difference in structure (source 1261). 
T'he effect of the amount of binder in the structure and behaviour of granules 
under stress has also been studied using XRT [251. For tl-iis analysis the cross- 
sections, provided by the '-,,, RT analysis of the samples had to be transformed 
into binary images by choosing a threshold value. As before, this transforms the 
sample in a two-component system: air and solid, 'without differentiating 
bem, een solid and binder (Figure 2.19). 
Figure 2.19. Reconstructed cross-section images from XRT analysis of 
granules at two different granulation times: (a) 180 seconds, (b) 900 seconds Lý L. 
(source 1251). 
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3aT has been applied on a systems of larger scale than single granules such as to 
measure density variations in tablets ([52]) and on an even bigger scale to 
characterize powder mixing ([53]). 
As it can be seen, not much work has been done using XRT to resolve the 
structure of single granules. However, the application of this technique to the 
powder technology area offers great potential to gain physical insight on the 
single granule scale, which would offer a great deal of information about how 
the agglomeration process works. 
With the increasing availability of high-quality x-ray sources (synchrotron 
radiation) and the development of the physical instruments that compose an 
XRT scanner (detectors, specimen holders, x-ray sources and computing power) 
this non-destructive technique has the potential to become an extremely useful 
tool in power technology, allowing the resolution of each individual phase within 
single agglomerates. 
The linear attenuation coefficient of the materials plays a key role in being able 
to identify different phases within an agglomerate using X-ray tomography. 'Me 
bigger the difference in the linear attenuation coefficient, the better the contrast 
that can be obtained between the different phases. The linear attenuation 
coefficient for the different materials depends on the voltage applied to the x-ray 
source; hence the XRT scan can be tuned in order to obtain the best results. 
Figure 2.20 illustrates the different linear attenuation coefficients as a function of 
voltage for some materials commonly used in granulation. 
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Figure 2.20. Linear attenuation coefficient for some common materials in 
granulation. 
2.3.3 Introduction of the current work 
'I'his thesis will apply X-ray tomography in order to identify how different 
formulation /process parameters affect the structure of agglomerates. As part of 
this work a new methodology to extract information from XRT analysis on 
agglomerates (in the form of radial greyscale profiles) will be developed. 
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3 
EXPERIMENTAL 
3.1 MANUFACTURE OF GRANULES 
3.1.1 Materials used 
Unless otherwise stated granules were produced from Durcal (an industrial form 
of comminuted calcium carbonate, CaCO3) as primary particles and polyethylene 
glycol flakes (PEG) as a binder. 
Polyethylene glycols are polymers with the general formula H(OCH2CHJ, OH 
where n indicates the degree of polymerisation. 'Mey can be found with different 
molecular weights, giving them different characteristics such as melting points or 
viscosity. 
Different types of PEGs are characterized by a number indicating their 
molecular weight, for example PEG1500 has an average molecular weight of 
1500 Daltons (in general: PEG-N has an average molecular weight of N 
Daltons). Different types of PEG will have different properties and appearance. 
For example PEG200,300,400 and 600 are clear viscous liquids; PEG1000 is 
semi-solid at room temperature and higher molecular weight PEGs are solid at 
ambient temperature. They melt at temperatures ranging from 40'C to 60T. 
PEGs are water soluble with the solubility being higher the lower the molecular 
weight [8]. The grading of PEG used in the experiments is PEG1500 (when 
other grades of PEG are used it will be specified) in the form of flakes (see 
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Figure 3.1). The size distribution of the PEG1500 flakes was obtained by image 
analysis using a Camsizer; an example is given in Figure 3.2. Calculating this size 
distribution is not trivial. Camsizer calculates the sizes from analysis of the 
projected areas of the sample analyzed. This is not very accurate in this case due 
to the flake-shaped nature of the PEG1500. However sieving would also be 
inaccurate due to the same reason. A better method to size this type of material 
was not found, so the results obtained with the Camsizer are here presented. 
PEG1500 has an average molecular weight of 1500 Daltons and a melting point 
of approXiMately 45'C. Viscosities of different grade PEGs can be seen in 
Figure 3.3. 
Durcal also has different gradings; referring to its particle size, for example 
Durcal 40 (D40) has an X5. size of approximately 23 ýtm (volume basis). Other 
grades of Durcal are defined in Table 3.1 (from [541). The true density of this 
3 
matenal is 2730 kg/M ([541). 
Figure 3.1. Appearance of PEG1500 flakes. 
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Figure 3.2. Size distribution from image analysis of the PEG1500 flakes used 
as binder. Obtained using a Camsizer@. 
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Figure 3.3. Viscosities of different grades of PEG at different temperatures. 
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Table 3.1. Characteristic size distribution of the calcium carbonate (Durcal) grades as 
measured by laser light scattering (Sympatec) (source[54]) 
Span 
Calcium carbonate 
Characteristics of volume-based size distribution (pm) (d9o 
-djo 
grade 
djo d5o d9o 
--ýd5o 
Durcal 5 2.8 6 23 3.36 
Durcal 15 5.9 is 52.7 3.25 
Durcal 40 7.8 23 86 3.4 
Durcal 65 10.2 35 103.3 2.66 
3.1.2 Granulation experiments - Melt agglomeration 
The granules used in the experiments were manufactured in a Zanchetta, Roto, 
junior laboratory scale mixer supplied by Romaco, Italy (Figure 3.4), with a 
capacity of 10 Etres and a bowl diameter of 30 cm. The unit contains a vertically 
mounted three-blade impeller with a maximum speed of 800 rpm (the speed can 
be adjusted in the range of 100-800 rpm) and a lid-mounted chopper (45 mm. 
diameter) with a maximum speed of 1400 rpm. Temperature is controlled 
through a water-filled jacket. A diagram of the mixing bowl can be seen in Figure 
3.5. 
The binder was added using the melt-in technique, whereby the powder is 
preheated to the desired temperature at a low impeller speed, and the binder is 
then added at once as a solid (as flakes, Figure 3.1) at room temperature at the 
start of the experiment. The temperature is kept constant throughout the 
experiment to a value that is high enough to keep the binder liquid during the 
process. This can be achieved by external heating of the equipment and/or due 
to frictional heat within the mixing bowl. When the agglomerates are cooled to 
ambient temperature they form dry agglomerates due to solidification of the 
binder. 
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The impeller speed and a chopper speed are selected and kept constant 
throughout the experlment. 
Figure 3.4. Zanchetta Roto Junior laboratory scale mixer used in the 
experiments: (a) overall view; (b) top view of the mixing bowl with the three- 
bladed impeller. 
Temperature 
sensor 1) 
Chopper 
F T1 
flt 
Impeller Water jacket 
Figure 3.5. Schematic representation of the mixing bowl in a high-shear 
granulator, showing the water jacket used to control the temperature, the 
temperature sensor and both the impeller and the chopper. 
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This melt-in experimental approach is used as a model for wet granulation, in 
which the binder is a liquid during the process. Samples are taken by stopping 
the mixer and sampling material from different locations in the bed. The samples 
require gentle agitation during cooling to avoid the granules agglomerating into 
large lumps'. Different size fractions are obtained by sieving the cooled samples. 
Single granules are then randomly selected from within the size fractions of 
interest. A description of the standard experimental procedure is found below- 
Step 1- Addition and pre-warming of the dry powder: 2 kg of dry 
powder Purcal) are added to the Roto junior mixer. The impeller speed 
is set to a low value (100 rpm) and the powder is preheated to the 
operation temperature. 
Step 2- Addition of the binder. For a binder-to-solid ratio ý, /S) of 
0.13,260 g of binder flakes are added to the mixer with the impeller 
switched off. The amount of binder is changed if different L/S values 
are required. After addition the mixer is closed and the mixing process 
started. This is taken as time zero in the experiment. 
Step 3- Sampling-. At a specific granulation time the irnpeller/chopper 
are stopped, the mixer opened and samples are collected by scooping out 
small quantities of material (approx. 100g) from random positions in the 
powder bed (similarly to described in [9]). The total sampling time, from 
the time the impeller and the chopper are stopped until the experiment is 
resumed is 1 minute in every case. 'Me time elapsed between stopping 
and restarting the impeller/chopper is not counted as granulation time. 
Step 4- Sample handling. The samples are cooled to room temperature 
while being gently agitated to avoid lump formation. Different size 
ranges are obtained by sieving. From the desired size ranges, single 
granules are randon-Ay selected and kept for further analysis. 
Melt agglomeration offers a series of benefits when compared to other 
agglomeration methods. It avoids the drying phase of the product and also the 
liquid addition phase as the binder is added as a solid. This makes it 
advantageous when dealing with, for example, toxic solvents. On the other hand 
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a main disadvantage of the method is that it is not stitable when dealing with 
heat sensitive materials due to the high temperatures required during the 
process[8]. 
3.1.3 Why single granules 
The experimental approach thus extracts individual granules from a whole batch 
(Figure 3-6). The purpose of this analysis at a single granule scale is to 
understand the rnicro-scale properties of the agglomerates so that then can be 
applied in the description of the macro-scale properties of the final product 
(such as dissolution or strength). Also, the physical insight that X-ray 
tomography provides at such small scale could be applied to the modelling of 
the relationships observed, as distributions of primary particles and binder within 
a granule (and not only the amount of each phase) could potentially be 
considered when trying to develop models that describe granulation ([19]). 
By looking at single granule structure it is expected to gain a better 
understanding of the mechanisms that take place during the granulation process 
determining the internal granule structure, which will then detem-line the way the 
agg, 10merates behave. Optical images of single granules (obtained with a stereo 
microscope Discovery V12 from Zeiss) were also used to complement the 
structin, al information obtained via X-ray tomography. 
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Figure 3.6. Experimental approach: a random sample is taken from a whole 
batch, the desired size fractions are separated by sieving and finally single 
granules are randomly picked from the size ranges of choice. 
3.2 X-RAY TOMOGRAPHY OF SAMPLES 
Single granules arc selected and scanned using a commercial desktop XRT 
system (SkyScan 1072 X-ray Nlicrotomograph, Figure 3.7). 
XRT uses a set of two-dimensional shadow X-ray images of an object to 
reconstruct its three dimensional structure using a mathematical algorithm. In 
these experiments approximately 200 images are used. The number can be 
increased by reducing the increment angle or increasing the scan rotation angle, 
but tl-iis would require longer scanning and reconstruction times. Different 
settings (values for frame averaging, scan rotation and increment angle) were 
tested on agglomerates in order to see their effect on the method developed to 
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extract information from XRT scans of apLYIOmerates (see Chapter 5). CX-) 
Considering these facts, settings shown in 'fable 3.2 were found to be optimum. 
Figure 3.7. SkyScan 1072 X-ray microtomograph (source 1371). 
Table 3.2. Experimental settings for the SkyScan 1072 Microtomograph. 
Mag , nification 90 
Pixel size (pm/pixel) 326 
Scan Rotation Angle 180 
Increment Angle (') 09 
Frame Averaging On (2) 
An example of a shadow X-ray image and three cross-sections at different 
cutting planes of the granule can be seen in Figure 3.8. 
For all the scans the magnification was chosen so that the sample always stayed 
within the field of view of the detector. By doing so there are always some x-rays 
that do not go through the object at all, only through air, and can be used as a 
basis for further calibrations. The reconstructed results are calculated as an array 
of float point piXels due to the unknown density range in the investigated object. 
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This array of radiation intensities needs to be transformed to an in-lage. Two 
peaks usually appear in the histogram of intensities recorded. One corresponds 
to the attenuation of air and the other one to the material under study. SkyScan 
sofm, are transforms anv intensity range into a 256 greyscale image. As a result, in 
the cross-sections obtained vvhite wiU correspond to air, and different shades or 
grey reflect areas of different densities inside the object. The transfon-nation 
is linear so that greyscale value is proportional to x-raV attenuation. 
1 rnm 
il a ý, 
Figure 3.8. Shadow image (a) of a single granule with three reconstructed 
slices through it at different cutting planes. The light areas correspond to P, ?. 
materials that attenuate x-rays less (white corresponding to the background 
air), the darker areas correspond to more attenuating materials. 
For each of the experiments an individual granule was placed on the specimen 
holder, using "Blu-Tack""' (adhesive paste) and/or adhesive tape to fix the 
granule to the holder (Figure 3.9). 'rhe "Blu-Tack"T acts as support for the 
adhesive tape that would have the sticky surface in contact with the granule. The 
smallest of the specimen holders provided (4 mi-i-i diameter) was used as it allows 
maximum magnification. Once the sample was in the scanning chamber, the 
holder was adjusted in ten-n-, of height and distance to the x-ray source to 
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aci-ýeve the optimum imaging conditions using a micromanipulator controUcd 
using the provided scanning sottware. 
Adhesive tape 
"Blu-Tack" "' 
Specimen holder 
Figure 3.9. X-ray image of a single granule on the holder. 
To ensure stabihtv of the x-rays generator during the scans, the x-rays were 
"aged" at the systern start-up foUo-,,, lng the manufacturer recornmendations and 
aE the settings were kept constant through each set of expenments. 
The projections were stored during the scanning process as a set of 16-bit TIFF 
u-nages for folloxving reconstruction using the Cone Bearn algorithm 146] using Z" 
the software proVided by the manufacturer. 
3.3 STRENGTH AND DISSOLUTION 
For some of the samples, measurements of - granule strength and dissolution 
rates were carried out in order to try and interpret these properties of the 
product by looking at the physical insight of the granules that X-rai 
rnicrotomography allows. 
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Dissolution and strength are key properties of granulated materials. For example 
strength plays a very important role in terms of transport, handling and storage 
of the granulated material, * and dissolution is a key parameter when it comes to 
drug delivery, detergents or the food industry. It is also known that there is a 
trade-off between these properties, with strong granules usually having long 
dissolution times, and vice versa [55]. 
The dissolution/strength measurements were carried out by Ian Gabbott, at the 
Particle Products Group at the University of Sheffield. Information was shared 
to complement his investigations with structural information from XRT analysis 
of single granules and to enrich this current investigation with 
dissolution/ strength data. The methods for testing the dissolution and strength 
are summarized below. 
3.3.1 Granule strength measurement [55] 
Compression tests have widely been used to characterize granule properties. In 
this situation, the granules were compressed diametrically using a universal 
mechanical tester (Zwick-/RoeJl). 11ýs method is the most widely reported for 
granule strength measurement. The sample granules are compressed between 
two smooth stainless steel platens. The upper platen was driven at a constant 
speed of 1 nun/min while the bottom platen remains stationary. The load 
displacement behaviour is recorded by a PC. The load cell and displacement 
measurements are accurate to 0.001 N and 0.23 pm. respectively. 
For each case the value given as failure load is the average of 20 single granule 
compression tests. 
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3.3.2 Granule dissolution [55] 
The dissolution rate of the granules is measured by calculating the time taken for 
90% of one gram of granules of the size of interest to dissolve. The extent of 
dissolution is determined by measuring the change in conductivity of 600 ml of 
distilled water. The test is carried out at a constant temperature of 200C and with 
a magnetic stirrer set at 600 rpm. 
3.4 PROCESS/IFORMUIATION PARAMETERS 
Wet granulation in a Mgh-shear mixer is caused by the interaction of several 
variables that can affect the quality of a product obtained. Those factors can be 
split in two different groups: 
Process variables: related to the equipment that is used to carry out the 
agglomeration and the way it is used. For example impeller speed, 
presence or not of a chopper and its speed, granulator load, temperature 
or binder addition method. 
0 Formulation variables: related to the materials used for the 
apvlomeradon. For example, type of primary particles, type of binder, 0ý- 
size distribution of primary particles or ratio of binder to primary 
pardcles. 
Many studies try to relate these variables to the qualities exhibited by the 
product, ranging from its shape [56], breakage characteristics [57] or size 
distribution and porosity [13]. The aim of all these studies is to improve the 
understanding of the granulation process in order to be able to control the 
product quahty. 
Unfortunately even though the structure of the granules detemýnes the way they 
behave, relationships between process/ formulation parameters and properties 
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have been studied (as explained above) with a lack- of understanding on how 
these process/formi: dation parameters affect the structure of those granules. 
By using x-ray tomography the aim of this research is to understand the product 
properties by looking at the internal structure of the granules, and at the 
process/ formulation parameters that generated it. 
Different single granules, obtained from batches manufactured under different 
granulation conditions, covering a broad range of process/ formulation 
parameters have been scanned using X-ray microtomography in order to 
highlight their very different structures. 
A series of varied structures obtained in very different granulation conditions 
(ranging from fluidised bed granulation to high-shear granulation) will be 
presented in the next chapter. Also a more detailed study on some process and 
formulation parameters in high-shear mixers will be reviewed in this work 
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4 
RESULTS: 
QUALITATIVE 
ANALYSIS 
4.1 DIFFERENT GRANULE STRUCTURES 
The structure of agglomerates is affected by both process and formulation 
parameters. For the tomographic scanning of the samples, the granule 
composition plays a very important role. This is because different materials 
interact differently with the x- ray radiation, i. e. certain combinations of 
binder/primary particles will show their structure better than others using XRT- 
A series of samples manufactured from different materials and under different 
granulation conditions were scanned in order to gain a physical insight of 
different internal structures for single granules. Even though x-ray tomography 
produces a stack of adjacent images of cross-sections through the sample only 
the central cross-sections will be shown here as it is the most representative. 
The total number of images per scan depends on the size of the granule and the 
resolution at which the scan is carried out, for example a 1.5 nun granule on the 
z-a3ds scanned at a resolution of 5 gm/pixel will generate 300 cross-sectional 
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images. A complete stack of images belonging to a single granule are included in 
Appendix B as an example. 
'Me images of the cross-sections of samples were obtained using the software 
provided with the scanner Data Viewer for NficroCT ver. 1.0, SkyScan, Belgium 
(02004. 
4.1.1 High-shear granulation / Fluidized-bed granulation 
A good example of how process parameters affect the structure of agglomerates 
is the difference between high-shear and fluidised bed granules. The mechanisms 
underlying both types of granulation are fundamentally dissimilar hence creating 
very different structures that will result in different product properties. Figure 4.1 
and Figure 4.2 show the typical structures of granules made under Idgh-shear 
conditions and in fluidized beds. I-Egh shear granulation agglomerates are 
typically compact and rounded whereas fluidized bed granules tend to be a much 
more opened structure. High shear granules are characterised by high density 
and low porosity values, whereas fluidised bed granules are of lower density and 
higher porosity. For example, for the same starting materials and amounts, high 
shear granules have been reported to have a bulk- density of around 2.5 times the 
bulk- density of fluidised bed granules [58]. 
Figure 4.1 shows three cross sectional images of a typical granule made in a high- 
shear mixer. The granule was made using calcium carbonate as primary powder 
and polyethylene glycol (PEG1500) as binder, following the melt-in technique. 
Figure 4.2 shows three cross sections of a typical fluidized bed granule made 
using glass ballotini as primary particles bound by spraying polyethylene glycol in 
a fluidized bed. It can be appreciated that the structure is much more porous 
compared with that shown by the high shear granule. 
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Figure 4.1. Example of three cross sections through a typical high-shear 
granule made Of CaC03 and polyethylene glycol (PEG). An x-ray shadow 
image of the corresponding granule is shown in (a). 
(a) 
. 
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Figure 4.2. Example of three cross sections through a typical fluidised-bed 
granule made of glass ballotini and PEG. The corresponding x-ray shadow 
image is shown in (a). 
4.1.2 Other granulation conditions and materials 
I ligh shear and fluidised bed graniAation illustrate two extreme cases of possible 
structures. In order to Visualize the structures from a xvide variety of other 
granulation conditions and materials, particles obtained from different 
granulation systems studied by the Particle Products Group at the University of 
Sheffield were scanned. Optical images of the samples obtained with a 
rrucroscope (stereo microscope Discovery V12, from Zeiss) are also included 
here so that external appearance and the internal structure, as revealed by x-ray 
tomography, can be compared. 
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Figure 4.3 to Figure 4.8 correspond to samples manufactured by members of the 
Particle Products Group at the University of Sheffield as part of ongoing 
research in the particle technology area and will be discussed with the relevant 
XRT scan. 
High sheargranulation plus gid&sedbedgranulation 
This first example shows a combination of high-shear and fluidized bed 
granulation. Granules are manufactured in a high-shear mixer and then fed into a 
fluidized bed where more binder is added for further granulation. The resulting 
structures can be seen in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. 
Figure 4.3-a corresponds to an optical image of a granule made of calcium 
carbonate and zeolite as the primary powder, agglomerated using LAS (linear 
alkylbenzene sulfonic) add as a binder (poured as a liquid into the mixer). The 
proportions of the batch components by mass being 4.5: 1.6: 1. The granules were 
manufactured in a modified food mixer, as a model for a small scale high-shear 
granulator, and taken after 2.5 minutes of granulation time. These granules were 
then added as solid feed to a fluidised bed as "seed" granules and granulated for 
a further 5 minutes by spraying extra LAS. 
Figure 4.3-b corresponds to an optical image of a granule taken after the 
fltýdisation process. 
Figure 4.3-c and d are the corresponding x-ray tomography central cross sections 
of the granules shown in Figure 4-3-a and b respectively. 
The XRT images show that the fluidized bed granules are composed of "seeds" 
stuck together by the extra added binder. The internal structures of the "seed" 
granules that make up the fluidized bed agglomerate still show a remarkable 
likeness to the internal structure of the high shear granules they came from. 
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The external appearance of the high shear agglomerate presents a much 
smoother surface when compared to the fluidized bed granule, in which the 
"seeds" that make up the granules are clearly visible. 
imm mm 
(C) : d) 
Figure 4.3 (a) Granule made of CaCO31zeolite as primary particles and LAS 
acid as a binder (63: 23: 14) in a food mixer after 2.5 minutes of mixing time; 
(b) fluidized bed granule using granules manufactured as (a) as seeds and 
agglomerated by spraying LAS acid for a period of 5 minutes; (c) and (d) 
corresponding x-ray tomography cross sections. 
Figure 4.4 illustrates a similar example but in this case the high shear granules are 
manufactured with sodium carbonate and zeohte as primary particles and LAS 
acid as a binder (1.73: 2: 1). After 5 minutes of granulation time they where added 
to a fluidized bed and further agglomerated by spraying extra LAS acid for an 
extra 5 n-unutes. Optical images are shown in Figure 4.4-a and b and 
corresponding x-ray tomography central cross sections 1n Figure 4.4-C and d. 
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-fhe "seed" granules that make up the flUidised granules can be seen both 
optically (on the surface of the granule) and in the x-ray cross sections. 
(d) 
Figure 4.4. (a) Granule made with N22CO, /zeolite as primary particles and 
LAS acid as a binder (1.73: 2: 1) in a high-shear mixer after 5 minutes of 
granulation time; (b) fluidised bed granules using granules manufactured as 
(a) as seeds agglomerated by spraying LAS acid for a further 5 minutes; (c) 
and (d) corresponding x-ray tomography cross sections. 
"Cored" high-shear granule 
Figure 4.5-a illustrates a melt-in high-shear mixer granule taken early on the 
granulation process (2 minutes). Calcium carbonate was used as primary particles 
jDurcal 40) and PEG 1500 as binder. The binder was added as a solid flake to the 
rruxer following the melt-in procedure. The shear was kept to a low level with an 
impeller speed of 300 rpm and the sample was taken after only 2 minutes of 
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gramLdon tirne. X-ray tomography aHows the -, -Isuahzafion of a PE'G1500 core 
inside the gramile. 
1 mm 
Figure 4.5. (a) Central cross section of a CaC03/PEG1500 high-shear 
granule showing a binder core-, (b) PEG1500 nake similar to those added as 
solid binder in the melt-in experiments. 
An x-ray tomography cross section of a PEG 1500 flake is shown in Figure 4.5-b. 
Comparing both irnages it can be seen that the PEG 1500 core in the high shear 
granule still keeps a flake-like shape due the combination of low shear and low 
granulation time. It is indicated that one of the effects of prolonged granulation 
time and higher shear is squeezing the melting core towards the outside of the 
granule as the primary powder particles push in towards the centre of the granule 
due to the shear forces present in the mixer. 
"Binderless "granule 
Figure 4.6 illustrates the case of "binderless" guanules, manufactured 
in a high- 
shear mixer using polystyrene particles as, primary particles (mean diameter 
apprommately 0.5 ýtrn). Water was used a-, a binder in the high-shear nuxer to 
agglomerate the polystyrene particles, but the granules were then dried to 
evaporate the water and create a "binderless" granule. The detai. led procedure on 
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how the granules are manufacture can be found in [59]. In the x-ray tomography 
cross-section of the granule (Figure 4.6-a) internal porosity can be seen within 
the granule. The external appearance of the granule, round in shape and with 
quite a rough surface can be seen in the corresponding optical image (Figure 4.6- 
b). 
lmm 
Figure 4.6. (a) Central cross section through a binderless granule made up 
with polystyrene particles in a high-shear mixer. (b) Image of the same 
granule shown in (a) obtained with an optical microscope. 
Different granule structures nithin the same batch 
The next two examples (Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8) illustrate how even within the 
batch, different granule structures can be found due to the different 
agglomeration mechanisms that coexist in any given experiment [601. 
Figure 4.7 correspond to granules manufactured in a high shear mixer using 
lactose and starch as primary particles (2.18: 1) and a solution of HPC (Hydroxy 
Propyl Cellulose) in water as binder (1: 6.25). The binder was poured into the 
mixing bowl. The binder to solid ratio was 0.15 and the samples were taken after 
II minutes of granulation time. In the x-ray cross sections (Figure 4.7-a) the 
granule on the right hand side has the structure of a dense, rounded granule, 
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typically found in l-iigh-shear granulation. The left hand side image shows an 
open and irregular structure and seems that it is a product of the agglomeration 
of debris from the breakage of granules in the mixer, stuck together with extra 
binder available in the bowl. The external appearance of the granules is also 
remarkably different as can be seen in the optical micrograph of the granules 
(Figure 4.7-b). 
mm (a) 
'c4 
Figure 4.7. (a) Central cross sections of two granules made from a mixture of 
lactose and starch as primary particles and a solution of HPC in water as 
binder, taken from the same batch and sieve class after 11 minutes of 
granulation time; (b) optical microscope image of the same two granules. 
Another example of different structures obtained from the same batch is given 
in Figure 4.8. In tl-iis occasion, the granules were manufactured in a high shear 
n-uxer using calclurn carbonate Purcal 40) as the primary particles and a nuxture 
of PEG1500 and HPC as a binder, with a binder to solid ratio of 0.13. The 
impeller speed was set to 300 rpm and the chopper to 1400 rpm, and the 
granules taken after 10 minutes of granulation time. 
The XRT cross sections (Figure 4.8-a and b) of the two samples show very 
different structures. The granule on the left is round and compacted, whereas the 
one on the right shows an opened structure due to the agglomeration of debris C>Cý 
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within the mixing bowl. The appearance of the grantýes Is also different, from a 
smooth surface to a rough surface in which the fragments that make up the 
granule can be clearly distinguished (Figure 4.8-c and d). 
1 mm 1 mm 
%, ".. 0.1 
Figure 4.8. (a) and (b) Central cross sections for two high-shear granules 
manufactured using CaC03 as primary particles and a mixture of PEG1500 
and HPC as binder taken from the same batch and sieve class after 10 
minutes of granulation time; (c) optical microscope image of the granule 
shown in (a); (d) optical image of the granule shown in (b). 
Effcct of tempcraturc 
Thc cffect of temperature on the internal structure of high shear agglomerates 
made with calcium carbonate (Durcal40) as primary particles and PEG1500 as 
binder (following the melt-in technique) is illustrated in Figure 4.9 and Figure 
4.10. Two experiments were carried out using the same conditions but at two 
different temperature settings (60 and 80'C) to study the effect of temperature in 
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the initial stages of the agglomeration process. Ihe process and formulation 
parameters used are summarized in Table 4.1. The effect was expected to be 
significant in the resulting agglomerate structure, as it will affect the melting 
speed of the binder flakes. . 
Table 4.1. Process and formulation parameters for the temperature effect 
experiments. 
Process parameters 
Binder addition method Melt-in 
Impeller speed (rpm) 200 
Chopper speed (rpm) 1400 
Granulation tune (min) 2 
Temperature (*C) 60,80 
Granule size for analysis (pm) 1000-1400 
Formulation parameters 
Primary particles (S) Durca. 140 (2000 9) 
Binder (L) PEG1500 (260 g) 
Binder to solid ratio (IJS) 0.13 
Figure 4.9 shows the external appearance of the granules manufactured at the 
different operating temperatures. The external appearance of the granules 
appears to differ in shape and colour: 
a The grani: des manufactured at the lowest temperature have a more flake- 
like shape, resembling the shape of the initial binder flakes added to the 
mixer (Figure 4.9-a). 
The external colour of the granules manufactured at the I*est 
temperature is darker (Figure 4.9-b). 
The calcium carbonate used in the experiments is a fine white powder. The 
agglomerates taken from the batch manufactured at the highest temperature 
show a yellow-like external colour indicating that in this case, the powder has 
been more wetted with the binder than in the agglomerates at the lowest 
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temperature. The change in external colour of agglomerates has been noticed in C) 
different experiments, and was attributed to a better distribution of the binder 
within the agglomerate [6 11. 
The observations in colour and shape indicate that, as expected, the increase of 
temperature helps to melt the binder flakes faster and improves the distribution 
of the binder witl-iin the mixer. I lowever, from these images little is know about 
the internal structure of the agglomerates. 
Figure 4.9. Optical images of high shear agglomerates manufactured with 
CaC03 and PEG1500 with the same process/formulation parameters except 
the temperature: (a) 601C; (b) 80*C. 
Figure 4.10 shows the x-ray tomography central cross sections of six granules. 
The top row (a) corresponds to granules manufactured at the lower temperature 
(60'C) and the bottom row (b) to granules manufactured at the higher 
tcmperature of 80'C. The structural characteristics of the two types of 
agglomerates are completely different. The granules obtained at the lower 
operating temperature show internal PEG cores. The temperature increase 
speeds up the melting of the binder and therefore no core is visible when 
granulating at 80'C. This structural difference, which will have a big effect on the 
product properties, is not visible with a visual analysis of the granules but is 
obvious when using XRT. 
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Figure 4.10. (a) Central cross sections of three high shear granules made of P., L. 
CaCO3 and PEG 1500 after 2 minutes of granulation at 601C. (b) Central 
cross sections of three high shear granules made of CaCO3 and PEG1500 
after 2 minutes of granulation time at 80'C. 
Effect ofgranulation time 
The structure of agglomerates , NU change during the granulation process 
due to 
the impacts that granules undergo with other granules and/or equipment 
surface. The changes occur at a faster rate at the beginning of the granulation 
process, then tend to stabilize [4]. Also, the amount of massing time will 
influence the capacity of the poured binder to distribute within the powder bed 
due to the n-wýing action of the impeller in the bowl. 
The granules were made vith a mixture of lactose and starch as primary powder 
and a solution of FIPC in water as binder. The two solids were pre-mixed in a 
high-shear mixer before adding the binder by pouring. The total amount of 
binder was added over approximately 30 seconds with the impeller running, and 
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the granulation time was started after finalizing the addition of the liquid. 
Samples were taken after 5,10,15,30 and 60 seconds of granulation time. The 
process and formulation parameters used are summarized in Table 4.2 
Table 4.2. Process and formulation parameters for the granulation time experiments. 
Process parameters 
Binder addition method Pour-on 
Impeller speed (rpm) 350 
Chopper speed (rpm) N/A 
Granidation time (seconds) 5,10,15,30,60 
Temperature (*C) 18 
Granule size for analysis (lun) 1000-1180 
Formulation parameters 
Primary particles (S) 
Lactose 200M (1500 g) 
+ Starch (690 g) 
Binder (L) BPC/water (0.16) 
Binder to solid ratio (IJS) 0.15 
Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 illustrate the effect of granulation time on the 
structure of high shear agglomerates. 
Figure 4.11 shows sample granules for different granulation times. Their 
colouring is due to the addition of a red dye (Erythrosine) to the liquid binder (as 
part of another on going research in the Particle Products Group). 
The surface of the first three samples (Figure 4.11 -a to c) is rough with groups of 
particles protruding. The colouring of these samples is not homogeneous, and 
some areas do not seem to be covered by the binder at all (indicated by a lack of 
colour). On the other hand, in the longer granulation time (Figure 4.11 -d and e) 
the surface of samples is much smoother and the colouring is more 
homogeneous. 
Figure 4.12 shows the XRT central cross sections corresponding to the granules 
shown in Figure 4.11. Similar to the external optical images the cross sections for 
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the first three granulation times show no significant differences, all of them 
having rough edges and a similar internal structure (Figure 4.12 a-c). For the 
longer granulation times, the edges appear to be much more rounded and there 
is a closer packing of the primary particles within the agglomerates (Figure 4.12 d 
and e). 
Figure 4.11. Optical images of single granules made from a combination of 
lactose, starch and a 16% solution of IIPC in water in a high shear mixer 
after granulation times of (a) 5, (b) 10, (c) 15, (d) 30 and (e) 60 seconds. 
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4.2 GRANulATiON SERIES 
The samples presented so far confirm tomography is a very helpful and powerful 
tool when it comes to understanding the internal structure of single granules, 
wl-ýdch cannot be immediately understood from their exterior appearance. 
The structure of granules evolves during the granulation process, and the 
properties of the granulated material respond to these structural changes. The 
influence of process and formulation parameters in the properties of high-shear 
agglomerates has already been studied by several authors [62-641. Extensive 
research has been carried out dealing, %ith this matter, but the influence of these 
parameters on the structure of the granulated product has usually been 
overlooked, despite the structure being an important factor that in determining 
the properties exhibited by a product [1,24]. 
A series of experiments were devised in order to understand the structural 
changes that occur during the granulation. process and how they are affected by a 
series of process and formulation parameters. 
To do this a standard granulation system using calcium carbonate as prirnary 
particles and polyethylene glycol as binder was chosen due to their availability 
and existing experience wid-lin the Particle Products Group, and as a system that 
would show good contrast with XRT (Figure 2.20 gives the linear attenuation 
coefficient values of these and other materials). 
IrnpeUer speed and granulation time (as process parameters); and primary 
particle size, binder viscosity and binder to solid ratio (as formulation 
parameters) were chosen as the parameters to study as they are known to have a 
big effect on granule properties and they are expected to create the bigger 
structural changes in the granules. 
The results of these experiments will be illustrated as "granulation series". Each 
one of the series shows the effect of one of the process/ formulation parameters 
on the structure of the agglomerates. A qualitative study of the series is given in 
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this chapter, and a qualitative analysis is carried out in Chapter 6 after the 
development of a stýtable method to do so in Chapter 5. 
For each of the granulation series, only a very limited amount of samples was 
studied. This was due mainly to time limitations related to the scanning of single 
granules. Scanning a whole batch of granules one by one, although ideal, was 
unrealistic. Tberefore, the conclusions drawn from the limited amount of single 
granules studied are not claimed to be representative for the whole batch. 
However, and as seen before in this chapter, two typical structures were present 
in the granulation batches carried out. smooth more spherical granules (product 
of consolidation), and rougher more irregular granules (from the coalescence of 
debris/material within the mixer). Only single granules of the "consolidation 
type" were scanned, since this type was prevalent in the size range studied for 
the experiments hereby presented. It was assumed that the structures within the 
two types of granules would be consistent in a batch. 
4.2.1 Granulation time at low shear 
To study the effect that granulation time has on the structure of the granules, a 
batch was carried out at low shear (impeller speed of 200 rpm) with the 
experimental conditions detailed in Table 4.3. 
Samples were taken after 2,4,6,10 and 15 minutes of granulation time. The 
sampled materialwas sieved into different size firactions and 5 single granules for 
each granulation time were randornly selected from the 1000-1180 pan size 
range. These were then scanned using a SkyScan 1072 micro-CT system with the 
experimental settings already described. 
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Table 4.3. Experimental settings for the granulation time experiments. 
Process parameters 
Binder addition method Melt-in 
Impeller speed (rpm) 200 
Chopper speed (rpm) 1400 
Granulation time (min) 2,4,6,10,15 
Ternp-ture CIC) 60 
Granule size (urn) 1000-1180 
Formulation parameters 
Pnmary particles (S) Durcal4O (2000 g) 
Binder (L) PEG1500 (260 F) 
Buider to solid ratio (L/S) 0.13 
Optical images of samples taken at different granulation times can be seen in 
Figure 4.13., with the respective tomographic: central cross sections for the 
samples in Figure 4.14. 
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Figure 4.13. optical images of granules at different granulation times: (a) 2, 
(b) 4, (c) 6, (d) 10 and (e) 15 minutes. All the samples are in the size range 
1000- 1180 
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Figure 4.14 Central cross-sections of samples at different granulation times: 
(a) 2min; (b) 4min, (c) 6 min; (d) 10 min; (e) 15 min. 
The optical images of the samples (Figure 4,13) show the main difference to be 
the colour, whereby the samples taken after longer granulation time are more 
yellow. This effect has already been seen when increasing the operational 
temperature, and responds to a better distribution of binder vvithin the 
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agglomerate. The granules show less flake-like shapes with increased granulation 
times. 
Figure 4.14 shows that most of the samples scanned show an internal core of 
low density material in the centre of the granule. This material corresponds to 
the PEG binder used for the granulation. The presence of binder cores within 
granules has already been related to the immersion mechanism for melt 
granulation, creating granules with a shape resembling the original shape of the 
binder particles [65]. 
Areas of unmixed binder are present in all the cross-sections corresponding to 
the earliest of the granulation times studied (2 minutes, Figure 4.14-a), 
corresponding to a flake of PEG binder around which the ptirnary particles stick 
as the flake starts to melt. However, the appearance is not the same for all the 
granules at this time. For granules 2 and 4 (from top to bottom) the geometry of 
the PEG core is very similar, with straight edges and a uniform greyscale around 
the core. The external shape of the granules shows the same kind of flake-like 
appearance as the original binder particles from which the granules originated. 
For granules 3 and 5 it seems that the PEG has melted further, allowing the flow 
of the finest of the primary particles into the binder core, creating a more 
homogeneous texture in the core and squeezing the molten binder towards the 
surface of the granules. 
The internal structures of particles 1-5 appear to differ greatly. For granules 2 
through to 5 the regions that go from the central core to the surface of the 
granules is of constant thickness and look relatively homogeneous throughout 
the images. In the case of granule 1, there seems to be an external layer of 
material around the materials that surround the binder core. This extra layer 
could be the result of breakage of other nucK or just other small granules 
formed around the smallest of the PEG flakes that stick to the surface of a 
bigger granule when its surface became wet enough after the liquid binder was 
squeezed out of the centre by the finest primary particles flowing into the flake. 
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After 4 minutes of granulation time (Figure 4.14-b), the situation has changed 
substantially when compared to 2 minutes of granulation time (Figure 4.14-a). 
Granules 1,3 and 4 (from top to bottom) still show the presence of an inner 
core of binder, but it has already lost the flake-like shape due to the increasing 
amount of fine particles that have penetrated it, squeezing the material towards 
the surface. Whereas granules 2 and 5 the binder core is no longer present; 
instead it is replaced by the finest of the primary particles, with unmixed regions 
rich in binder towards the surface of the granule. No proof of breakage is 
evident to this time, as all granules have an intact core of binder, or have that 
space occupied by primary particles. 
After 6 minutes of granulation time (Figure 4.14-c) the situation is very similar to 
that for 4 minutes. The size of the binder cores has decreased due to penetration 
of primary particles and it no longer retains the flake-like shape. The molten 
PEG is squeezed towards the surface of the granules where it allows for the 
collection of other primary particles or smaller nuclei. In the case of granule 2 
(from top to bottom) the core has completely disappeared suggesting that more 
primary particles have occupied the unmixed areas where binder presence was 
observed. 
For granulation times of 10 and 15 minutes (Figure 4.14-d and 3-e) the situation 
has not significantly changed. 
It can be concluded that nucleation happens around the binder flakes, and that 
as granulation time increases, the size of the binder core decreases due to 
penetration of primary particles which squeeze the molten material towards the 
surface of the granule allowing finther growth. However, even after a 
granulation time of 15 minutes the core is still present in some of the samples. 
T'his is due to the low impeller speed used in the experiments. When the impeller 
speed is increased the binder core disappears at lower granulation times. 
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4.2.2 Impefler speed series 
To study the effect that the impeller speed has on the structure of the granules, 
four batches were carried out with the experimental conditions detailed in Table 
4.4. Each of them with a different impeUer speed. In every case, sampling took 
place after 10 minutes of granulation time. The sampled material was sieved into 
different size fractions and 3 single granules were randornly selected from the 
1000-1400 prn size range. They were then scanned using a SkyScan 1072 micro- 
CT system with the experimental settings already described. 
Optical images of samples obtained at different impeller speeds can be seen in 
Figure 4.15 and compared to the XRT central cross-sections of the samples in 
Figure 4.16. 
Table 4.4. Experimental settings for the impeller speed experiments. 
Process parameters 
Binder addition method McIt-in 
ImpeDer. %)eed (rpm) 200,400,600,800 
Chopper speed (rpm) 1400 
Granulation timc (min) 10 
Ternp-ture (*Q 60 
Granule size (tim) 1000-1400 
Formulation parameters 
Primary particles N Durcal4O (2000 g) 
Binder (L) PEGISOO (260 
Binder to solid ratio (L/S) 0.13 
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Figure 4.15. Optical images of granules manufactured at different impeller 
speeds: (a) 200 rpm, (b) 400 rpm, (c) 600 rpm and (d) 800 rpm. All the 
samples are taken after 10 minutes of granulation time and are in the size 
range 1000-1400 Rm. 
The optical images of granules obtained using different impeller speeds only 
show the shape to differ (Figure 4.15). Granules obtained under low shear 
conditions appear to be more elongated. As impeller speed is increased the 
granules tend to become more spherical due to the effect of the increased shear 
forces in the miýxing bowl. 
This can be explained by looking at the internal structure of the particles using 
XWF. The samples corresponding to the lower impeller speed (Figure 4.16-a, 200 
rpm) show the presence of a core of binder. The regions close to this binder 
core show homogenous greyscale values, which could correspond to the finer 
pr1rnary particles that have been squee7ed in by the shearing forces in the mixer. 
Towards the edge of the granules the images show unn-uxed areas richer in 
binder. 
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IN-hen the impeller speed is increased to 400 rpm (Figure 4.16-b) the core of 
binder decreases in size. In the case of granules 1 and 3 no core can be 
distinguished. Instead its space has been occupied by primary particles. In the 
case of granule 2, the core seems to be in its last stages before all the molten 
material is squeezed towards the surface of the granule. 
For higher impeller speeds (600 and 800 rpm) the core of binder is no longer 
visible (Figure 4.16-c and d). The image shows more homogeneous greyscale 
intensities, without big regions of unmixed binder. However, the images get 
lighter towards the centre of the samples indicating some areas of binder are still 
present at the higher impeller speed tested. With regards to the shape of the 
granules, an increase in impeller speed causes a much rounder shape. TI-iis was 
expected, as by increasing the impeller speed the shear that the granules are 
subjected to also increases. 
The impeller speed has a greater impact than granulation time. The increased 
shear accelerates the densification of the granules due to increased forces in the 
mixing bowl that intensiý- the collisions between granules and between granules 
and equipment, squeezing the cores of binder and making the disappear. For 
impeller speeds over 400 rpm binder cores within the granules are no longer 
present after 10 minutes of granulation time. A rounding effect is also clearly 
observed as the impeller speed increases, making more compact spherical- 
shaped granules (Figure 4.16). 
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Figure 4.16. Central cross-sections of samples at different impeller speeds. 
taken after 10 minutes of granulation time: (a) 200 rpm; (b) 400 rpm; (c) 600 
rpm, (d) 800 rpm. 
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4.2.3 Primary particle size 
The effect that the primary particle size has on the structure of granules was also 
studied. Three batches using a different grade of Durcal (calcium carbonate) as 
primary particles: Durcal 5,15 and 40, with d50 (volume size distribution) of 6, 
15 and 23 gm respectively, were studied. The rest of the formulation and 
process parameters were kept constant and are summarized in Table 4-5. For 
each batch samples were taken after 10 minutes of granulation time following 
the sampling procedure previously described. The sampled material was sieved 
into different size fractions and 2 single granules from each batch time were 
randomly selected from the 1000-1400 ýtm size range. They were then scanned 
using a SkyScan 1072 micro-CT system with the experimental settings already 
described. 
Table 4.5. Experimental settings for the Dureal size series. 
Process parameters 
Binder addition method Melt-in 
I-peUer speed (rp-) 400 
Chopper speed (rpm) 1400 
Granulation time (min) 10 
Ternp-t- 60 
Granule size (pm) 1000-1400 
Formulation parameters 
Primary particles (S) Durcal 5/15/40 (2000 g) 
Binder (L) PEG1500 (260 
Bmder to solid ratio (L/, S) 0.13 
Optical images of samples with different primary particle sizes can be seen in 
Figure 4.17 with the respective XRT central cross sections in Figure 4.18. 
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Figure 4.17. Optical images of granules manufactured with different sizes of 
CaC03 as primary particles: (a) Durcal 5; (b) Durcal 15 and (c) Durcal 40, 
alongside detailed images of their surface characteristics. 
From the optical images of the samples it can be see that the granules 
manufactured with the smallest of the Durcal grades (Durcal 5, Figure 4.17-a) 
show a more fine-powdery surface, looking slightly dryer that the others. Durcal 
15 and 40 have very similar surface characteristics. 
'Me cross-sections of the scanned granules also do not demonstrate many 
differences either between the Durcal 15 and 40 samples, other than a slightly 
higher surface roughness corresponding to the samples xvith the biggest primary 
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particle size (Figure 4.18-c) that could also be seen from the optical analysis of 
the granules. Unmixed areas are present in all the samples manufacture with 
Durcal 1 and 40. 
In the case of the granules manufactured with Durcal 5 (Figure 4.18-a) the 
internal structure seems more compact. However there is a darker area towards 
the centre of the granules that could indicate closer packing of primary particles 
in that area. This could be due to the finer size of the pninan, particles, allowing 
them to penetrate easier in the binder flakes as they melt, squeezing it completely 
towards the outside of the granule, and creating a nucleus that allows layers or 
more material to stick into it. Externally, the Durcal ---) granules 
looked and felt 
(to the tact) completely different than the Durcal 15 and 40 granules. Durcal 5 
granules had a very powdery and weak appearance and crumbled really easily 
under the rrunimum pressure. It was very difficult to handle them individually 
without feeling the external layers of the granule "peel away". 
(a) 
1 mm 
(b) 
Eý;, 
(c) 
Figure 4.18. Central cross-sections of samples made with different sizes of 
CaC03 as primary particles: (a) Durcal 5. (b) Durcal l-'S and (c) Durcal 40. 
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4.2.4 Binder molecular weight 
To study the effect of the binder molecular weight on the granule structure, the 
experimental procedure described in Chapter 3 had to be modified. Four 
different grades of PEG were used as binders ranging from PEG600 to 
PEG20000. PEG600 is liquid at room temperature, and therefore melt-in 
granulation could not be used. In order to maintain experimental conditions as 
constant as possible (with the binder viscosity being the only variable) the other 
binders tested (PEG 1500,6000 and 20000) that are solid are room temperature 
were melted, and the binder addition method for the experiments was pour-on 
(binder is poured as a liquid on top of the powder bed and granulation time 
started). Experimental settings are summarized in Table 4.6. For each batch, 
samples were taken after 10 minutes of granulation time and 2 single granules 
from each batch time were randon-Ay selected from the 1000-1400 [Im size 
range. They were then scanned using a SkyScan 1072 micro-CT system with the 
experimental settings already described. 
Table 4.6. Experimental settings for the binder viscosity size series. I!, 
Process parameters 
Binder addition method Pour-on 
IffTeUcr speed (rpm) 400 
Chopper speed (rpm) 1400 
Granulation time (min) 10 
Temperature (C) 60 
Granule size (pm) 1000-1400 
Formulation parameters 
primary particles (S) Durcal 40 (20W g) 
Binder (L) PEG600/1500/6000/20000 (260 
Binder to solid ratio (L/S) 0.13 
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Optical images of samples With different binders can be seen in Figure 4.19. The 
central cross sections for all the samples scanned can be seen in Figure 4.20. 
Figure 4.19. Optical images of granules manufactured with PEG binders of 
different molecular weight: (a) PEG600, (b) PEG1500, (c) PEG6000 and (d) 
PEG20000. 
Frorn the optical images it can be seen that the granules manufactured using the 
bindervath the lowest molecular weight (PEG600, Figure 4.19-a) have the most 
spherical shape and smoothest surface. Thc higher the molecular weight of the 
binder, the rougher the surface is and the more irregular the shape of the 
agglomerates becornes. 
The surface of the agglomerates with the highest molecular weight binder 
(PEG20000, Figure 4.19-d) is covered with what seems to unconsolidated 
material from the mixing bowl. This indicates that the higher molecular weight 
binders create stronger bonds between particles in the mixing bowl as thcy can 
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sohdifý- at the operating temperature of the process. Also the granules are strong 
enough not to have their shape altered (rounding effect due to shear in the 
iTuxing bowl) as much as granules manufactured with a lower viscosity binder. 
The x-ray tomography cross sections of the samples (Figure 4.20) show that, 
unlike shape and surface roughness, the internal structure of the agglomerates 
does not seem to be too affected by the molecLLr weight of the binder. 
Figure 4.20. Central cross-sections of samples made with different grades of 
PEG as binder: (a) PEG600, (b) PEG1500, (c) PEG6000 and (d) PEG20000. 
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4.2.5 Binder to solid ratio 
To study the effect of the binder to solid ratio two batches were made using 
different amounts of binder. The experimental settings for these experiments are 
detailed in Table 4.7. Liquid to solid ratios of 0.1 and 0.16 were chosen. For each 
batch, samples were taken after 10 minutes of granulation time and 2 single 
granules from each batch time were randon-dy selected from the 1000-1400 Jim 
size range. They were then scanned using a SkyScan 1072 micro-CF system with 
the experimental settings already described. 
Table 4.7. Experimental settings for the binder to solid ratio series. 
Process parameters 
Binder addition method Melt-in 
Impener speed (rpm) 400 
Chopper speed (rpm) 1400 
Granulation time (min) 10 
Temperature CC) 60 
Granule size (pm) 1000-1400 
Formulation parameters 
Primary particles n Durcal 40 (2000 
Binder (L) PEG 1500 (260 
Binder to solid ratio (L/S) 0.1,0.16 
Optical images of samples with different liquid to solid ratios can be seen in 
Figure 4.21 with the respective XRT cross sections in Figure 4.22. 
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. AOL 
Figure 4.21. Optical images of granules manufactured with different 
amounts of binder to solid ratios: (a) 0.1 and (b) 0.16. 
(a) 
Ilk. 
Figure 4.22. Central cross sections images of granules manufactured with 
different amounts of binder to solid ratios: (a) 0.1 and (b) 0.16. 
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The appearance of the granules is quite different (Figure 4.21). Granules made 
with 10% binder have a much smoother surface and shape. This is confin-ned by 
the XRT cross sections (Figure 4.22) with the overall internal structure being 
similar, but the agglomerates from the batch with more binder appear uneven 
and show areas of unmixed binder around the edges. 
In addition to the appearance of the batches, the way they granulate is also 
different (Figure 4.23). The batch made with 16% binder granulated quickly 
forming large agglomerates after 10 minutes of granulation time, while the batch 
made with 10% binder remained powdery, With plenty of fines [55]. 
Figure 4.23. Representation of the batches done using different binder ratios 
(source 1551). 
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5 
ANALYSIS OF XRT 
DATA 
. 
pbir anaAjis of How togo one ste pforward in the 2vg we can extract informationfrom tomqra 
sin , gle, granules. 
Not only, can we look at the images of the cross sections that qresent The ime 
internal struchirr of tbegranuies, bitt ive can transform all that information into radialgr9scale 
profiles nitbin tbegranm1es. 
5.1 METHOD DEVELOPMENT 
XRT analysis on single granules provides a vast amount of data that comes in 
the form of a stack of adjacent cross-sectional images, showing the internal 
microstructure of the sample. As part of this work it was intended to develop a 
way of analyzing these images so that information about granule structure can be 
extracted. 
The raw data can be understood as a group of spatial coordinates (position 
vectors x., k = rij,, ký with an associated greyscale intensity value, &Wk (Figure 5.1). 
This intensity value provides information on the material attenuation coefficient 
which is function of the material density. 
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Figure 5.1. Schematic representation of a stack of images after XRT 
scanning and reconstruction. The granule is represented by a stack of 
adjacent cross-sectional slices, each of them showing the internal structure of 
the granule. 
A new method was required to interpret this data in the form of radial 
distributions of greyscale intensities in the granule as an indication of structure; 
hence a new way of describing the output images from XRT analysis was 
developed. 
To calculate the radial intensity distribution the first step is to find the centre of 
mass of the particle, 3F . This is calculated by averaging the greyscale and the 
coordinates for every pixel within the granule for each of the cross-sections 
obtained after XRT. 
9Q, k 
CXQ, 
k (1) 
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Once the centre of mass is known, the next step involves finding a scalar 
defining the position of all the grantAe pixels referred to it. 
r,, 
j, k = 
I: 
li, j, k - 
ýýj (2) 
The following set of equations describes how to calaAate the x-coordinate of the 
centre of mass of the gramAe by averaging the greyscale and the coordinates of 
every pixel describing the granule: 
1 
gi,!, k 
(-x, 
- 
5ý. )= 
i, j, k 
2: g& - 3ý,, 2: g 
i, j, k Q, k 
1: 
9Q, k Xi 
i, j, k 
1: 
gi, j, k 
i, j, k 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Equations 3 to 5 outline the operations done to calculate the x-coordinate of the 
centre of mass. The y and z-coordinates are calculated using analogous 
equations. 
The centre of mass can then be described as: 
1: 
gi, j. k X 
i, j, k 
2: 
gl.,. k 
i, j, k 
(6) 
The scalar (distance) defining the position of all the grantL pixels referred to the 
position of centre of mass can be calculated as follows: 
= 
V( 
-3F ri. j, k xi 
J2 + 
(x 
+ (x _3F 
)2 
jyk 
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All the pixels in the stack of adjacent cross-sectional images representing the 
internal structure of the granule are now in the form of pairs of data: [greyscale 
intensity, radial distance to the centre of mass] as illustrated in Figure 5.2. 
i, j k] 
x 
y 
Figure 5.2. Each of the pixels in the cross-sectional slices representing the 
granule is now represented by the pair Irij, k, gQ, kI- 
Once the scalar is known, the data is binned by radius and all the information 
required to define each of the bins is calculated. Results can then be analyzed in 
the form of radial distributions of greyscales in the single granules. 
The binning of the data consists on dividing the radial distance from the centre 
of mass in regular intervals, creating a series of concentric spherical shells around 
the calculated centre of mass or the granule. The average greyscale value of all 
the pixels included in each bin is calculated and assigned to a radial distance 
corresponding to the middle point of the bin. 
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5.1.1 Masldng 
The reconstructed two dimensional slices show the internal rnicrostructure of 
the granule but not all the pixels of those images belong to the granule itself, as 
the cross section of the granule depicted in each slice does not completely fin the 
field of view. The background corresponds to air which does not attenuate the 
x-rays. 
Although precautions are taken by making flat field corrections and using 
random movement for the scans, the resulting cross sections show artefacts that 
create noise in the images, hence the background is not completely 
homogeneous. Týhis causes some of the pixels outside the granule to have a value 
different from zero. In order not to include these pixels in the calculations for 
the centre of mass, or any further calculations, a masking procedure was 
included as part of the algorithm. Its aim is to identify pixels within the granule 
boundary. 
The masIdng procedure is based on tolerance. Given an image and a pixel 
coordinate it isolates all neighbouring pixels with values within a present 
tolerance. The optimum level of tolerance was adjusted manually by checking 
individual slices (from top, bottom and middle section of the granule) to make 
the main body of the granule be included in the mask and not the noise pixels. 
Figure 5.3 shows a cross-section of a granule and the corresponding mask 
created by the programme; including also a schematic representation of the 
binning procedure in 2D (the real process is a three-dimensional process). 
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Figure 5.3. Masking procedure to select only the pixels belonging to the 
granule: (a) XRT image of a cross-section through the granule, (b) mask 
over that section (onlý the pixels in the black area will be included in further 
operations) with a schematic representation of the bins (c) schematic of the 
binning, procedure (bin i +1, with widthdri, j and radial distance ri, j). 
5.1.2 Radial profiles 
All the calcLdauons for the centre of mass and radial profiles data are done using 
a purpose written Matlab code. \X"lth the results obtained the radial distribution 
ot greyscales for each granLL can be plotted. 
In these profiles the vertical axis, labelled S, shows the average greyscale value of 
each bin. It falls between 0 and 255. Higher greyscale values correspond to a 
higher absorption of the x-rays and hence denser material-,. The lower the 
greyscale value the less dense the material, with 0 corresponding to air. The 
horizontal axis, labelled r, shows the radial distance from the centre of each bin 
to the centre of mass of the particle, hence r=0 corresponds to the calculated 
centre of mass of the granule. 
An example of a radial profile obtained with tl-ýs method can be seen in Figure 
5.4. The edge of the granule is located at a radial distance of lust over 900 ýtrn 
when the profile drops to a value of zero, corresponding to the background air. 
In order to detect the exact edges of the granule the masking procedure was 
required. The profile shows increasing consolidation from the centre of mass of 
the granule towards the edge, which would agree with the consolidation process 
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that occurs during granulation due to the collisions betxcen the granule with 
other granules and/or the surfaces of the mixing equipment 14]. The error bars 
in the plot correspond to the standard deviation of the greyscale intensity within 
each bin and give an indication about the level of heterogeneM, in each radial 
skin. The graph below was calculated using 500 bins. 
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Figure 5.4. Example of radial profile. The y axis shows the greyscale 
intensit) value with increasing values corresponding to more absorbent 
materials. The x axis shows the radial distance to the calculated centre of 
mass of the particle. The grey bars correspond to calculated standard 
deviation in each of the bins. 
5.1.3 Validation of the method 
The repeatabihry of the scans -, vas tested by scanning the same sample vmcc 
under the same experimental settings, but With a different position of the sample 
on the specimen holder. Calculations of the centre of mass and the radial proffles 
,, vere carned out independently for both scans. 
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The results obtained are shown in Figure 5.5 indicating good agreement, proving 
the independence of sample orientation and the repeatability of the scan. 
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Figure 5.5. Radial profiles for two different scans of the same sample. 
In order to test the robustness of the method against possible errors ia the 
calculation of the centre of mass and their effect in further analysis, the following 
test was devised. The centre of mass and radial greyscale profile were calctAated 
for a given sample. The radial profile was then re-calculated for induced 
perturbations in the coordinates of the centre of mass. The perturbations were 
made in each and all of the three spatial coordinates, ranging from 1 to 10% of 
the radius of gyration (s) of the sample. 
The radius of gyration is a parameter characterizing the size of a body of any 
shape. For a rigid particle consisting of mass elements of mass mi, each located at 
a distance ri from the centre of mass, the radius of gyration, s, is defined as the 
square root of the mass-average of ri' for all the mass elements, 
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(IM, 
r2" 
y2 
mi 
If we approximate that the greyscale intensity shown in the cross sections is 
proportional to the material density, and given that the volume of the individual 
voxels that make up the granule is constant throughout the sample, the radius of 
gyration can be calculated as, 
"Egi 
r, 2'ý 
Y2 
(9) Eg, 
ý, jý 
For a sphere of constant density the radius of gyration is -A-515 of the sphere 
radius. 
Figure 5.6 shows the effect of perturbations on the position of the centre of 
mass in the radial greyscale profiles. The agreement in the profiles proves the 
robustness of the method to possible errors in the calculation of the centre of 
mass of the sample. 
The differences at radial distances close to centre of mass are due to the small 
number of pixels contained in the central bins, a different value in a small 
number of pixels can cause a big difference from the unperturbed profile. Tlis 
effect disappears when the size of the bins increases at bigger radial distances. 
The edge of the granule is found at different radial distances in each case, the 
granule seems to become larger the more the position of the centre of mass is 
shifted. This is due to the positioning of the centre of mass itself and the amount 
by which the granule is "enlarged" corresponding to the amount the position of 
the centre of mass has been shifted. 
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Figure 5.6. Radial profiles based on perturbations of the centre of mass. 
Perturbations were made in the x, y and z directions, with values ranging 
from I to 10% of the value of the radius of gyration of the sample. 
5.1.4 System drawbacks: beam hardening 
Possible errors can arise from artefacts related to the technique, such as ring 
artefacts, noise, or beam hardening. 
Signal-to-noise ratio can be increased by decreasing the rotation step in the 
scanning procedure or by increasing the frame averaging, at the expense of 
increased scanning time. 
Ring artefacts are due to the incremental rotation of the object-camera geometry 
in combination with non-uniformity of the x-ray detection performance of 
individual camera pixels. A background subtraction, that creates a uniform 
background image, is carried out to minimize this effect, referred to as "flat- 
field" correction. 
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However, it is the beam hardening the effect that could potentially affect the 
results the most due to the way the data is analyzed in terms of radial profiles of 
greyscale. Beam hardening refers to selective removal of low energy x-rays from 
the polychromatic x-ray be=. the low energy x-rays are absorbed first and 
removed from the main beam that is more penetrating. This can result in an 
artificial darkening effect around the edges of the particle. 
Ideally rnicrotomography should be done with a monochromatic x-ray source; 
however this was not possible with the desktop system used for this work, 
representing a compromise that is inherent to desktop rnicrotomography 
imaging. 
Beam hardening can be minirnized either by hardware or software means. 
Hardware methods involve the use of metal filters on the path of the x-rays to 
harden the beam (remove low energy x-rays) and the use of low voltages to 
remove the high energy x-rays. Beam hardening makes the relationship between 
the attenuation and the thickness of the material non-linear, however there are 
software means that can correct this non-linearity by modelling the non-linear 
relationship. SkyScan software models this relationsl-dp with a quadratic fimction 
that has to be adjusted by the analyzer by trial and error, until the effect is no 
longer visible [66]. 
Hardware methods were tiied to minimise beam hardening. Filters significantly 
reduced the signal to noise ratio of the results lowering the quality of the 
resulting images. Reducing the operational voltage can potentially also reduce the 
beam hardening effect, although this was not possible as at low voltages the x- 
ray beam was not energetic enough to completely penetrate through the sizes 
and materials used in the experiments. 
The sofmare beam hardening correction tool was tuned until the presence of 
beam hardening in the images was minimal for the samples scanned. With this 
correction, the effect of beam hardening was not thought to be of much 
importance for the size and materials used in the experiment. However a test 
involving scans using half (180ý and full rotations (360') of the same samples 
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was devised in order to verifý it. The flux of energy experienced by a sector on a 
sample after half and full rotations can be calculated; if the amount of x-rays that 
go through a given sector in a sample is not the same for a half rotation and a 
full rotation scan, and the effect of beam harderdng is important, the radial 
greyscale profiles for the sample scanned with half and full rotation should be 
different. 
Therefore the amount of energy received at a given point in the surface of the 
sample was calculated for full/half rotation scans (Figure 5.7). The radial 
greyscale profile for a sample was calculated using the method described earlier 
after two scans, one that included full rotation (360') and one with half a 
rotation (180ý. If the radiation is not uniform and the beam hardening effect 
was significant for the experimental conditions presented, the radial greyscale 
profiles should be different for full/half rotation scans, even for the same 
granule. 
7C 
3n/2 n/2 
-- ----- ----- - 
X-ray source 
Figure 5.7. Schematic of the rotational positions of the sample during a scan. 
The flux density of the x-rays normal to the surface of the sample can be 
expressed as: 
0=0Coso; - -<0<; 
7 (10) 
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Let's consider now a sector on the sample starting at an angle 0= ao that rotates 
to ao + Aa The possibilides are that the scan is carried out with a half rotation 
(Act= 7c) or with a fiffi rotation (A a= 27c): 
0 For a halfro ta tion (180 9 scan: Aa= ; r. 
For a sector starting in the rear half of the sample, 
Y2 < ao < 3y2 (hidden from 
incident radiation at the start of the scan) the average flux density experienced by 
the sector per 1800 rotation can be calculated as: 
aO+ff 
j 00 cos OdO = 
02 [sin(ao 
+ ; r) - sin(ýET sin(aj) (11) ;r 3x '2 2 
For a sector starting in the front half of the sample, 
Y2 <a, <Y2 the 
average flux density per 180' rotation, can be calculated as: 
X 
2 00 
0(.. ) - 
foo cos OdO =- sin sin(ao 
AL (I - sin(a(, 
)) .1- ;ra. ;r[( 2ý) 
)l = 
7r 
For a fuLf rotadon (360ý scan: Aa = 2; r. 
In this case it does not matter whether the sector starts at the back or the front, 
since every point is going to go through a full rotation. The average flux density 
per rotation can be calculated as: 
foo cos odo = 
Lo [sin(; r) - sin (_ 2r)] = 
200 
= 
00 
(13) 
27r 
_x 
21r 2; r 7r 
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The resulting flux densities normal to the surface of the sample were plotted as a 
function of the angular position for ftill/half rotation scans (Figure 5.8). It can 
be seen that the amount of energy is non-uniform and depends on whether the 
scan is carried out with a full or half a rotation. Therefore, if beam hardening was 
of relevance in the experimental cases studies presented herein, the radial 
greyscale profile of the same sample, obtained from a scan carried out with a full 
rotation should be different than the profile of the same sample obtained after a 
scan with only half a rotation. If the profiles were the same it would mean that 
beam hardening has an insignificant effect on the resulting radial profiles, and 
therefore carrying out scans with a half a rotation would be the preferred 
method as it would half the amount of time required for the scan of the sample. 
2C 
1! 
00 
ol 
cto 
Figure 5.8. Plot of the flux density normal to the surface of the sample versus 
angular position, for full and half rotation scans. 
In order to verify this, one sample was scanned using full and half rotation. The 
central cross-section of the granule can be seen in Figure 5.9 and the 
corresponding radial greyscale profiles, calculated according to the method 
explained above, and are shown in Figure 5.10. 
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+ 
Figure 5.9. Central cross-section corresponding to the same sample after a 
half and a full rotation scan. 
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Figure 5.10. Radial greyscale profiles for the same sample after full and half 
rotation scans. The vertical lines identifýv the position of the radius of 
a I. Yration of the sample. 
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'Me radial profiles do not differ for the different scans, proving that the effect of 
beam hardening is not affecting the results. From the cross-sections shown in 
Figure 5.9 it can be seen that the main effect of using a 360" scan over a 180" 
scan is that the noise level is diminished. On the other hand, due to the nature of 
the method this does not affect the radial profiles (Figure 5.10) and carrying out 
half rotation scans speeds up the acquisition of shadow images by a factor of 2. 
5.1.5 Method summary 
A method for analyzing x-ray tomography results on single granules has been 
developed. This method can transform raw data in a single radial profile of 
greyscales within the granule, avoiding the subjectivity of looý: ing at the all the 
individual resulting images. These greyscale values are dependant on the density 
of the materials the x-ray beam goes through, hence providing structural 
information on the samples. 
The radial profiles calculated are the result of analyzing every reconstructed 
cross-section of the granules in order to obtain an array of spatial coordinates 
with an associated greyscale value for each and every pixel that belongs to the 
granules. These values are then binned by the radius, creating a distribution of 
averaged greyscales per bin vs. radial distance to the centre of mass of the 
granule that can be plotted as a radial profile of greyscale values within the 
granules. In these profiles the y-axis, labelled g, shows the average greyscale value 
of each bin. It falls between 0 and 255. Higher greyscale values correspond to a 
higher absorption of the x-rays and hence denser materials. The lower the 
greyscale value the less dense the material, with 0 corresponding to air. The x- 
aids, labelled r, shows the radial distance. from the centre of each bin to the 
centre of mass of the particle, hence r=0 corresponds to the calculated centre 
of mass of the granule. 
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The reproducibility of the scans was tested by scanning the same sample with 
different orientations, obtaining matching results. The profiles indicate 
increasing consolidation towards the edge of the granule as expected from the 
granulation process. 
The robustness of the method was tested by studying the influence of 
perturbations in the coordinates of the calciAated centre of mass on the resulting 
radial profiles. Good agreement in the resulting profiles was found up to 
perturbations of 10% of the value of the radius of gyration of the sample. 
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6 
RESULTS: 
QUANTITATIVE 
ANALYSIS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
As already discussed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2) a series of experiments were 
devised in order to understand the structural changes that occur during the 
granulation process and how they are affected by process and formulation 
parameters. A group of "granulation series" experiments were carried out. Each 
of the series studied the effect of a process or formulation parameters. The 
parameters chosen were those that have a known effect on the properties of the 
resulting agglomerates. Calcium carbonate and polyethylene glycol were used as 
the granulation system 
Properdes are known to be linked to structure [11, so the modification of these 
pararneters will create the bigger structural changes in the granules, visualized by 
means of XRT. The foRowing "series" were carried out: 
0 Process parameters: granulation time (at low shear), impeller speed. 
Formulation parameters: primary particle size, binder molecular weight, 
binder to solid ratio. 
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The granulation series were discussed qualitatively in Chapter 4 (4.2). In this 
chapter, the method developed in Chapter 5 is applied to extract quantitative 
structural information as radial profiles within the granules. Information about 
the strength and dissolution properties of the granules will also be discussed 
when available. 
All the granules shown here are taken from the same sieve cuts. However, this is 
only a size range; therefore the individual samples have slightly different sizes 
from each other. In order to be able to compare the profiles of granules of 
different sizes, the x-a3ds of the radial profiles has been normalized by dividing 
the radial distance (r) by the radius of gyration (s) of each sample. The data is 
analyzed up to a value of rls = 1. This allows a comparison of the different 
sized granules and fin-thermore, it eradicates artefacts Eke beam hardening 
which, if present, is located at the very edge of the sample. 
6.2 GRANuLA. TiON TIME AT LOW SHEAR 
Figure 6.1 shows the radial profiles associated with the samples scanned. For 
each granulation time, an increased densification towards the edge of the granule 
occurs. This is consistent with the images of the cross-sections previously 
shown, which indicated the binder to be preferentially located towards the centre 
of the granules (Figure 4.15). The experimental conditions have already been 
given in Table 4.3 and are repeated below (Fable 6.1). 
The radial profiles show sudden changes in the greyscale value at low values of 
r1s. They can be seen for example in Figure 6.1-a for granule 1, with a sudden 
increase on the S value; or in Figure 6.1 -c for granule 1, with a sudden decrease in 
g followed by a step increase before becoming more constant. These variations at 
low rls happen because of the small number of pixels that are included in the 
bins close to the centre of mass of the granules, creating a greater uncertainty 
when calculating the average value ofg for the bin. 
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Table 6.1. Experimental settings for the granulation time experiments. 
Process parameters 
Binder addition method Melt-in 
Impeller speed (rpm) 200 
Chopper -speed (rpm) 1400 
Granulation time (min) 2,4,6,10,15 
Temperature (*C) 60 
Granule size (pm) 1000-1180 
Formulation parameters 
Primary particles (S) DurcaI40 (2000 g) 
Binder (L) PEG I SOO (260 g) 
Binder to solid ratio 0.13 
The profiles for 2 minutes of granulation time (Figure 6.1-a) are consistent with 
each other and show similar trends with starting intensity values of around 20, 
final intensity values between 60 and 70 with relatively constant slopes. For other 
granulation times examined (Figure 6.1 -b, c, d and e) the starting intensity values 
are higher than after 2 minutes of granulation time, with different values for the 
different samples. However the final values all fall in the region between 60 and 
80. There is a significant amount of scatter between the different profiles for a 
given granulation time. This is expected due to the higl-dy heterogeneous nature 
of the granulation process. 
The profiles were averaged for each of the granulation times and the resulting 
profiles are shown in Figure 6.1-f. The density of the granules increase with 
increasing granulation time. The profiles show a different behaviour between the 
2 minutes samples and the rest of the results. Granulation times of 4,6,10 and 
15 minutes show very similar results although unexpectedly the averaged profile 
for 4 minutes of granulation time shows slightly higher values of greyscale than 
longer granulation time granules. Looking at the x-ray cross sections 
corresponding to the 4 minutes granulation time (Figure 4.14-b), it can be seen 
that only 3 out of the 5 granules chosen at this granulation time for scanning 
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show an internal region of unmixed binder, whereas for higher granulation times 
at least 4 of the 5 granules (Figure 4.14-c, d and e) show it, explaining the 
observed difference in averaged greyscale. 
The big difference between the samples after 2 minutes of granulation and later 
times seem to indicate that the major structural changes happen in the early 
stages of granulation (vid-iin 2 tninutes)for the experimental conditions studied, 
vith no major changes in the internal structure thereafter. 
The increase in density towards the edge, indicated by the slope of the profiles, 
of the granule is more accentuated for the 2 minutes granules. For the rest of the 
granulation times, the slope remains nearly constant. Figure 6.2 shows how the 
radial densification is much stronger at the early stages of granulation and then 
stabilizes at a lower value for fin-ther times. This supports the idea that the major 
changes in the granule structure happen at the initial granulation period. 
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Figure 6.1. Radial profiles of samples extracted at different granulation 
times: (a) 2 minutes; (b) 4 minutes; (c) 6 minutes; (d) 10 minutes; (e) 15 
minutes. Each of the graphs before show 5 profiles, each one of them 
corresponding to a different sample taken from the same batch. Graph (f) 
shows the time averaged profiles. 
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Figure 6.2. Slopes of the averaged profiles for the different granulation times 
6.2.1 Binder content 
The relative amount of binder present as cores within the granules changes with 
the granulation conditions. In order to quantify the effect that the granulation 
time has on this parameter, the following procedure was carried out. 
The greyscale images were transformed into binary images using a threshold 
value. The purpose of this was to separate the regions of the granule 
corresponding to binder cores from the rest of the granule. The threshold value 
was chosen so that regions where only binder was present were separated from 
the rest of the materials. The value was kept constant for all the samples. 
A purpose-built code was applied to all the cross-sections of each granule to 
calculate the number of pixels in the binder cores and the total number of pixels 
in the granule. 'Me ratio of pixels in the cores to total number of pixels was then 
calculated. 
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Figure 6.3 shows the results corresponding to the granulation time series. It is 
e%ident that the amount of binder is much greater for the samples taken after 2 
minutes of granulation time. For the rest of the samples the binder ratio remains 
practically constant for granulation times from 4 to 15 minutes. This, in addition 
to the images and profiles shown, indicate that under the experimental 
conditions used, the major structural changes within granules happenvithin 4 
minutes of granulation. 
The relative amount of binder shown in the graphs corresponds to the amount 
of unmixed binder present within the granule. The values lay below the amount 
of binder added to the batch (binder to solid ratio of 0.13) and this is due to the 
resolution limitations of the scanner. The resolution is not high enough to clearly 
identify individual components and therefore only regions in which there is 
enough binder to be detected are accounted for in the masIdng procedure used 
for these calculations. However, it is useffil to understand how the presence of 
unmixed areas changes as the operation parameters are changed. 
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Figure 63. Plots of the binder ratio for the granulation time series: (a) values 
for the indi-widual granules scanned; (b) time averages with standard 
deviation bars. 
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6.2.2 Summary time series - nucleation 
For every sample scanned in this study increased consolidation was observed 
toxxards the surface of the granule. 
The effect of the massing time was to increase consolidation of the materials. 
However the effectwas most pronounced only for the earliest of the granulation 
times. There is a big change between the profiles calculated for the samples 
taken at 2 minutes of granulation time compared to the others, whereas the 
differences between the samples after 4,6,10 and 15 minutes of granulation 
time are almost negligible. 
Tbc structure of these samples is characterized by the presence of a binder core 
in the centre of the granule. The structure is very regular and resembles a flake of 
binder at 2 minutes of granulation. For granulation times from 4 minutes 
on, %-ards, this core is reduced in size and the flake-lik-e shape is lost, but even 
after 15 minutes of granulation time it is visible in some of the granules tested. 
From these observations it is proposed that with an impeller speed of 200 rpm, 
the major structural changes occur mainly during the first 4 minutes of 
granulatiom 
Schaefer & Matl-ýiesen [13] proposed two different mechanisms for nucleation. 
The distribution mechanism, characterised by the presence of binder-coated 
primary particles that coalesce to form the initial granules leading to a 
homogeneous distribution of the binder, and the immersion mechanism by 
which primary particles are engulfed by large binder droplets (Figure 6.4). 
Both imrnersion and distribution mechanisms can coe3dst in the agglomeration 
process [8,13,67]. However X-ray tomography provides evidence of the 
immersion mechanism being prevalent under the experimental conditions 
applied here (Figure 6.5). T'his demonstrates how the application of X-ray 
tomography to early granulation time samples provides an insight into the 
mechanisms for melt granulation in a high shear mixer. 
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. the -ýý-stem studied here , 
binder added as solid flakes, It was D,, i,, - if, thc nattm: of 
expected that that the irnmersion mechamsm would be prevalent. The flakes of 
binder act as nuclei initiators when they star, to melt. Primary particles stick to 
the surface of the melung flakes, and then the finest of these progresses to-wards 
the centre of the flake squeezing, molten material towards the surface. This 
makes the surface of the granules -wet, allo-wing tor turther layers of pnmarý 
powder or smaller nuclei to adhere. 
t, - *0 Cl () 
ji 000 
ý-. - 1,00 oc., 
Fi-ure 6.4. Granule formation mechanisms in melt agglomeration: (a) 
distribution mechanism, (b) immersion mechanism (source [131) 
Figure 6.5. Central cross section of a 2-minute -granule obtained under lo" 
shear conditions. The central core of melting binder gives visual evidence of 
the immersion mechanism as described by [131. 
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6.3 IMPET -T R SPEED SERIES 
Figure 6.6 shows the radial profiles associated with each of the scanned samples. 
For all of the granules tested they show consolidation towards the surface. This 
is consistent with the images of the central cross sections (Figure 4.17). It is 
clearer at the lower impeller speeds, when the presence of binder in the centre of 
the granule is easily visible, but also for the higher impeller speed the granules 
look less consolidated towards the centre. The experimental conditions have 
already been given in Table 4.4 and are repeated below in Table 6.2. 
Table 6.2. Experimental settings for the impeller speed experiments. 
Process pararneters; 
Babder addition rnethod melt-in 
ImreDa qved ("n) 200,400,600,800 
C"T-T. -d (rrqn) 1400 
Gr2nu6tkm time (nin) 10 
T-4-t- CQ 60 
Granuk we 4=ý 1000-1400 
F4mnulation pararnetm 
P--y par-l- (S) DumaI40 (2000 g) 
Binder (4 PEG 1500 (260 g) 
Bindcr to solid ratio (L/S) 0.13 
As explained before, the reason behind unexpected decreases in theg values at 
low radial distances such as granule 2 in Figure 6.6-a is due to the small number 
of pixels that are included in the calculations at small values or r/s, due to the 
smaller size of the bins in dis central regions. 
The profiles for the impeller speed of 200 rpm (Figure 6.6-a) are very 
reproducible except to, %-ards the centre of the granule, where starting intensity 
values range from 20 to over 60. This large discrepancy could be due to the 
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effect explained above. Apart from this, the scatter between the profiles is 
minimal, with final intensifies around 70. Tbesc profiles are consistent with the 
ones shown in Figure 6.1-d, which confirm granules to have the same 
characteristics although from different experiments. 
The scatter between profiles is much greater for the rest of the impeller speeds 
tested (Figure 6.6-b, c and d), but the shape of the profiles is consistent for each 
of the impeller speeds tested. In the case of 400 rpm (Figure 6.6-b) the profiles 
seem to be composed of two different trends, with a fairly constantg value up to 
an rls value of around 0.5, followed by a gradual increase on S towards the edge. 
The profiles were averaged for each of the impeller speeds and the resulting 
profiles are given in Figure 6.6-e. A densification effect is observed for increasing 
impeller speeds. The profiles for impeller speeds of 400 and 600 rpm are very 
similar. The differences between the profiles at the lowest impeller speeds (200 
rpm) and the profiles for 400 and 600 rpm are more noticeable at the lower 
values of r/s, towards the centre of the granule. This is consistent with the cross- 
sections previously shown, whereby at the lowest impeller speed, the centre of 
the granules is occupied by binder. The profile for 800 rpm has a slope similar to 
the lower impeller speeds, but the values of S are much higher than in the other 
cases. 
The slopes of the averaged profiles, inclication of the radial consolidation, were 
calculated for the different impeller speeds (Figure 6.7). As it can be seen the 
bigger change happens at the lower impeller speeds, when the presence of binder 
cores is stronger. At higher impeller speeds the value tends to stabilize. 
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Figure 6.6. Radial profiles of samples with different impeller speeds, the 
granulation time is 10 minutes in all cases: (a) 200 rpm; (b) 400 rpm; (c) 600 
rpm; (d) 800 rpm. Each of the graphs shows 3 profiles, each of them 
corresponding to a different granule taken from the same batch. Graph (e) 
shows the impeller averaged profiles. 
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6.3.1 Binder content 
The same method applied to the granulation time at low shear series (Section 
6.1.1) was applied here to study the effect of the impeller speed in the relative 
amount of binder present as cores in the granules. 
Figure 6.8 shows the results corresponding to the impeller speed series. It shows 
a gradual decrease of the amount of binder when impeller speed increases. The 
open circles in Figure 6-8-a correspond to the five granules that were scanned 
after 10 minutes of granulation time (Figure 4.15-d). These have the same 
characteristics as the ones scanned as part of the impeller speed series with an 
impeller speed of 200 rpm even though they come from a different batch. These 
five extra granules were also considered for the averages (Figure 6.8-b). 
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Figure 6.8. Plots of the core volume to granule volume ratio for the impeller 
speed series: (a) values for the individual granules scanned, the opened 
circles (o) correspond to the granules scanned for the time evolution series 
that have the same characteristics as the ones for the impeller speed of 200 
rpm; (b) averages for each of the impeller speeds with standard deviation 
bars. 
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6.3.2 Strength and dissolution characteristics 
'ilie effect ot the impeller speed on the dissolution (time t,,,, ) and strength 
charactenstics, (failure load) of the agglornerates can be seen in Figure 6.9. 
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Figure 6.9. Effect on granule strength and dissolution of the impeller speed: 
(a) 200 rpm, (b) 400 rpm; (c) 600 rpm and (d) 800 rpm. 
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From these results it can be seen that increasing the impeller speed creates 
granules which are stronger but also dissolve more slowly. For the lower impeller 
speeds (200 and 400 rpm) there are big unmixed areas of binder in the centrc of 
the granule. This could explain the lower strength and faster dissolution time, 
since these unmixed areas can facilitate the entrance of water inside the granule 
and speed up its dissolution. In the case of the higher impeller speeds (600 and 
800 rpm) neither the structures nor the dissoludon/strength characteristics differ 
greatly. It could well be that in the case of the higher impeller speeds, and after 
10 minutes, we already are at the end of the granulation. 
6.3.3 Summary: impeHer speed 
The effect of the impeller speed is very acute. At a low impeller speed of 200 
rpm the granules are characterized by the presence of a binder core with flake- 
like shape. By increasing the impeller speed to 400 rpm the presence of the core 
is greatly reduced, and for higher impeller speeds the core is no longer visible, 
although areas richer in binder are still present. 
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6.4 PRIMARY PARTICLE SIZE 
Figure 6.10 shows the radial profiles associated with each of the samples scanned 
in the primary particle size series. The profiles show a slight increase in density 
towards the edge of the granule. These profiles are consistent with the cross 
sections previously shown (Figure 4.19). The experimental conditions have 
already been given in Table 4.5 and are repeated below (Table 6.3). 
Table 6.3. Experimental settings for the Durcal size series. 
Process Parameters 
Binder additLon method Melt-in 
ImpeDer speed (rpm) 400 
Chopper speed (rpm) 1400 
Granulation firne (min) 10 
Te-lp-t- CC) 60 
Granule size (pm) 1000-1400 
Formulation parameters 
Primary particles (S) Durcal 5/15/40 (2000 g) 
Binder (L) PEG 1500 (260 g) 
Binder to solid ratio (L/, ) 0.13 
The radial profiles for the granules manufactured with the smallest primary 
particle size, Durcal 5, (Figure 6.10-a) show similar trends with very little radial 
change in the average greyscale intensity, with both initial and final (at a radial 
distance of r= s) values within the range of 40 to 50. In the case of granules 
manufactured with Durcal 15 and Durcal 40 this radial increase of greyscale 
intensity is only slightly more noticeable (Figure 6.10-b and c), with initial values 
at r=0 falling between 40 and 50 and final values falling between 50 and 60. 
This is consistent with the cross sections illustrated in Figure 5.19. In the case of 
Durcal 15 and Durcal 40 samples, there exist small regions of unmixed binder in 
the centre of the granules. This explains why the radial profiles show higher 
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consolidation towards the outside when compared with the profiles 
corresponding to the Durcal 15 granules. 
The profiles were averaged and the results shown in Figure 6.10-c. The profiles 
for the Durcal 15 and Durcal 40 granules are extremely similar, however the 
Durcal 5 granules, show less consolidation towards the edge of the granules. 
This agrees with the dissolution/ strength results shown in Figure 6.11. The 
behaviour of granules manufactured with Durcal 15 and Durcal 40 is very 
similar, although Durcal 40 granules are slightly stronger and take longer to 
dissolve. On the other hand, the Durcal 5 granules are very weak, this was 
already explained in the qualitative analysis (section 4.2.3), as they crumbled 
when being handled and had a very powdery consistency. 
'Mese results seem to contradict previous results showing high granule strength 
associated with small primary particle size and high viscosity binder and [57,68]. 
It could be that since the amount of binder was kept constant for the three 
different sized primary particles, and due to the increased surface area in the 
small primary particles, there was not enough binder to create sufficiently strong 
agglomerates. This fact of higher requirements of binder for higher surface area 
is also reported in [68]. 
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Figure 6.10. Radial profiles of sample manufactured with different grades of 
Durcal (CaC03): (a) Durcal5; (b) Durcal5 and (c) Durca140; Each profile in 
each graph corresponds to a different granule. Graph (d) shows the 
averaged profiles for the different grades. 
6.4.1 Strength and dissolution characteristics 
The effect of the primary particle size on the dissolution (time t,,,, ) and strength 
characteristics (failure load) of the agglomerates can be seen in (Figure 6.11). 
There is a clear trend showing that increasing the primary particle size result, in 
stronger granules that take longer to dissolve. 
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Figure 6.11. Effect on granule strength and dissolution of changing the tý t. 
prirnarý particle size: (a) Durcal 5. (b) Durcal 15 and (c) Durcal 40. 
6.4.2 Summary: primary particle size 
For a constant binder ratio. the effect of primary particle si7e is most evident for 
the smaflest prirnarý' particles. TI-iis is due to the increased surface area that the 
molten binder has to wet in order to create agglomerates. As a result, with 13""ý 
binder (w/v, ') added to the batch, the granules manufactured with Durcal 5 had a 
rea. lly weak and po\vdcry consistencN- un_like the Durcal 15 and Durcal 40 
granules. The difference cou. 1d also be seen in the x-ray tomography structure,,, 
with the Durcal 5 granules showing a layered structure that was obvious when 
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handling the granxiles (they "peeled" away). In the case of Durcal 15 and Durcal 
40 grantýles, both their stractures and exhibited behaviours are very similar. 
6.5 BINDER MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
Figure 6.12 shows the radial profiles associated with the samples scanned in the 
binder molecular weight series. 'Me profiles show very similar trends with a 
slight increase in consolidation towards the edge of the granule, agreeing with 
the corresponding x-ray tomography cross sections shown in Figure 4.21. The 
experimental conditions have already been given in Table 4.6 and are repeated 
below (Fable 6-4). 
Table 6.4. Experimental settings for the binder viscosity size series. 
Process parameters 
Binder addition method Pour-on 
Impeller speed (rpm) 400 
Chopper speed (rpm) 1400 
Granulation tirm (min. ) 10 
Temperature (*C) 60 
GranWe size (gm) 1000-1400 
Formulation parameters 
Prirnary particles N, Durcal 40 (2000 
Binder (L) PEG600/1500/6000/20000 (260 g) 
Binder to solid ratio (L/. SD 0.13 
The radial profiles do not differ significantly for the different molecular weights 
used. In all cases, the radial increase in the average greyscale intensity ranges 
from 10 to 20 units, with the higher increases corresponding to the lower 
molecular weight binders. 
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Figure 6.12. Radial profiles of samples manufactured with binders of 
different molecular weight. 
6.5.1 Strength and dissolution characteristics 
The effect of the binder molecular weight on the dissolution (tfine L,,, ) and 
strength characteristics (failure load) of the agglomerates can be seen in Figure 
6.13. It shows that increasing the binder molecular weight creates stronger and 
less soluble granules. This trend is only broken for the granules with PEG20000, 
which show strength inferior to those made with PEG6000. This could be due 
to the high viscosity of PEG20000, which would require a longer granulation 
time to be on the same state of granulation as the agglomerates produced with 
the other binders. 
A change on the shape patterns of the granules is also noticeable, with lower 
viscosity binders creating more spherical shapes than high viscosity binders. The 
effect of the binder viscosity on the granWe strength and shape has been 
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pre-6ously reported in the literature and agrees with the resiýlts here presented 
[57,67,68]. 
6.5.2 Summary: binder molecular weight 
In the case of different binder molecular weights the effect on the structure does 
not seem to be noticeable by means of x-ray tomography. However granules 
manufactured with different molecular weight binders show different properties. 
it could be that the properties of these granules are due to the nature and 
properties of the binder itself (viscosity, melting point), rather than with the way 
the binder is distributed within the granule. 1he binders used are polymers, with 
identical elemental components but different molecular weights. This would 
explain why the differences cannot be picked up on an x-ray tomography cross- 
section despite them being clearly apparent when studying the properties of the 
granules (the higher molecular weight binder creates stronger bonds between 
primary particles). 
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6.6 BINDER TO SOLID RATIO 
Figure 6.14 shows the radial profiles corresponding to the samples scanned in 
the binder to solid ratio series (10% and 16%). The binder to solid ratio of 13% 
has also been included for comparison (Figure 6.14-b). In all cases the radial 
profiles show a slight consolidation towards the edge of the granules. The 
experimental conditions are sunumrized in Table 6.5. 
Table 6.5. Experimental conditions for the binder to solid ratio series. 
Process paraneters 
Binder addition rnediod Melt-in 
ImpeUer speed (rpm) 400 
Chopper speed (rpm) 1400 
Granulation time (rnin) 10 
Tanpeoture CC) 60 
Granule size ()Am) 1000-1400 
Formulation parameters 
primay particles (S) Durcal 40 (2000 g) 
Baider (L) PEG 1500 (260 g) 
Binder to solid ratio (L/'g 0.1,0.16 
For the cases of 10% and 16%, the profiles show the same trend, with 
approximately a 10 unit increase in radial greyscale towards the edge of the 
granule, but which differ in absolute values (Figure 6.14-a and c). The profiles 
corresponding to 13% binder to solid ratio show a greater agreement amongst 
themselves. The profiles for each binder to solid ratio where averaged and are 
shown in Figure 6.15-d. Given the great scatter the differences between the 
profiles are not significant, so no conclusions can be made from this graph. 
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Figure 6.14. Radial profiles of sample manufactured with different binder to 
solid ratios: (a) 10%; (b) 13% and (c) 16%. Graph (d) shows the averaged 
profiles for the different ratios. 
6.6.1 Strength and dissolution characteristics 
Studies of dissolution/ strength behaviour are available for the extreme ratios (10 
and 16%) and can be seen in Figure 6.15. 
The granules manufactured with the higher amount of binder are stronger. This 
can be explained by the higher binder concentration increasing the hqulid 
saturation which promotes the increase in density of the granules due to a larger 
lubrication effect [8]. 
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6.6.2 Summary: binder to solid ratio 
The different appearance of granules made with different binder to solid ratios is 
noticeable in the x-ray tomography scans. The main differences occur towards 
the edge of the granules, where the ones with more binder show areas of 
uniT"ed binder. These differences are not shown in the radial profile,,, for the 
different granules. perhaps because of their location in the granules, although 
they were exhibited by the granules properties. 
10 
z 
-! j co C, 8 
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Figure 6.15. Effect on granule strength and dissolution of changing the L. r, 
binder to solid ratio: (a) 10% and (b) 16%. 
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7 
CONCLUSIONS 
7.1 CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis studies the structure of single granules, "Xith a review to 
understanding how this structure is affected by different parameters in the 
manufacturing process and in turn how the structural changes can affect the 
granules behaviour. 
The relationships between process/ formulation parameters have already been 
extensively studied and are reported in the literature. This work, however, alIows; 
for the first time to see inside the granules and verify these relationships through 
the visualization of structures obtained under different granulation conditions, 
by means of X-ray tomography. 
Furthermore, a method was developed for analyzing the X-ray tomography 
results, transforming stacks of cross sectional images into radial profiles of 
greyscale intensities within agglomerates. These profiles convey structural Cý 
information and complement the qualitative visual information from the XRT 
scans. 
The following conclusions can be drawn from this project: 
Analysing single granules using XRT provided physical insight of single 
agglomerates structure in a non-destructive manner. 
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Density distributions within the agglomerates cotfld be qualitatively 
obtained as greyscale intensity maps. 
Distributions of the individual phases that make up a granule could not be 
obtained due to the resolution limitations of the technique. 
0 XRT allowed the visualization of typical structures that are expected from 
different granulation methods, for example compact granules from high- 
shear mixers and open-structure granules from fluidized bed granulation. 
0 XRT showed that different agglomerate structures occurred under the 
same granulation conditions as a result of different granulation 
mechanisms tAing place during the agglomeration process. 
0 XRT identified an immersion mechanism as prevalent for nucleation in 
high-shear melt granulation. The flakes of binder act as nuclei initiators 
when they start to melt. Primary particles stick to the surface of the 
melting flakes, and then progress towards the centre of the flake, 
squeezing molten material towards the surface. This makes the surface of 
the granules wet, allowing filrther layers of primary powder or smaller 
nuclei to adhere. 
The following conclusions can be drawn regarding the method developed for 
analyzing XRT results on single granules: 
M This method transforms XRT raw data into a single radial profile of 
greyscale values within the granule, avoiding the subjectivity of looking at 
all of the individual resulting images from XIRT. 
a The greyscale values are representative of the density of the material the x- 
ray beam goes through, hence providing structural infonnation on the 
samples. 
N This method can be applied to compare different granules in terms of 
radial consolidation 
To evaluate the reproducibility of the scan, the same sample was scanned 
with different orientations. Matching results were obtained indicating the 
technique is reproducible. 
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0 The robustness of the method was tested by studying the influence of 
perturbations in the coordinates of the calculated centre of mass on the 
resulting radial profiles. Good agreement in the resulting profiles was 
found up to perturbations of 10% of the value of the radius of gyration of 
the sample. 
Two typical process parameters were modified in order to study their effect on 
the structure of single high-shear melt agglomerates: granulation time and 
impeUer speed. The foUowing can be concluded: 
Granulation time series: 
0 All samples scanned showed increased consolidation towards the surface 
of the grantAe. 
0 Increasing the massing time, increased the consolidation of the materials. 
Tlýs effect was most pronounced during the earliest of the granulation 
time Oess than 4 minutes of granulation). 
0 There is a significant change between the radial profiles calctAated for 
samples taken after 2 minutes of granulation time compared to all others , 
whereas there is very little difference between the samples after 4,6,10 
and 15 minutes of granulation time. 
0 The structure of the samples studied showed a binder core in the centre of 
the granule. 'Me core is very regular and resembles a flake of binder after 2 
minutes of granulation. 
For granulation times of 4 minutes onwards, this core reduces in size and 
the flake-like shape is lost, but even after 15 minutes of granulation time 
the core is still visible in the majority of granules tested. 
0 The ratio of core to granule volume is relatively constant after 4 minutes 
of granulation, however for the earliest granulation time (2 minutes) this 
ratio is approximately 3 times Egher. 
ImpeRer speed series: 
0 AR samples scanned showed increasing consolidation towards the surface 
of the granule 
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0 Increasing the impeller speed increases the overall consolidation of the 
agglomerates. This consolidation results in granules that are stronger and CIO 
take longer to dissolve. 
At a low impeller speed of 200 rpm, the granules are characterized by the 
presence of a binder core -with flake-like shape. 
Increasing the impeller speed to 400 rpm greatly reduces the presence of 
cores and at higher impeller speeds (600,800 rpm) the core is no longer 
visible although areas richer in binder are still present 
0 Increasing the impeller speed modified the shape of the agglomerates 
formed whereby increasing impeller speed results in rounder agglomerates. 
Three typical formulation parameters - primary particle size, binder molecular 
weight and liquid to solid ratio were modified in order to study their effect on 
the structure of single high-shear melt agglomerates. The following conclusions 
can be drawn: 
Modification of formulation parameters did not cause noticeable changes 
in the cross-sectional images from XRT. This was reflected in small 
differences in the calculated radial profiles. 
For the primary particle size/binder molecular weight modifications the 
small differences in the calculated radial profiles could be due to the fact 
that the granules have essentially the same elemental composition and 
have been manufactured under the same conditions, therefore no 
difference can be detected with XRT unless mapping of the individual 
components in the granule is possible. 
For the binder to solid ratio analysis, the main difference occurs at the 
edges of the granule,, %ith areas of unmixed binder stuck to the surface of 
the agglomerates. 
Even though no differences are obvious on the XRT images, the 
modification of process parameters does create differences in the 
strength/dissolution behaviour of the agglomerates. Increasing the 
primary particle size, binder molecular weight and binder to solid ratio all 
result in stronger/more difficult to dissolve granules. 
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8 
FUTURE WORK 
8.1 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
'Ms project successfiffiy applied XRT to give an insight into how granulation 
conditions determine granule structure and how this will affect the properties 
exhibited by the final product. This work has mainly focused in high-shear melt 
granulation and the effect of impeller speed, granulation time, primary particle 
size, binder viscosity and binder to solid ratio. 
T'herefore it is suggested to extend this work to other granulation methods, as 
well as studying different materials, and the effect of different parameters. Also, 
a method similar to the one developed in this thesis could be designed to 
generate radial profiles of greyscale within single granules but from the surface 
towards the centre of the agglomerates, in order to maximise surface features. 
In addition, this work- shows how XrRT can be a very useful tool to gain insight 
and understand the structure of agglomerates. XRT is a technique that is fast 
developing. New, much more powerful XRT systems are being developed. 
These new models have the potential of allowing faster and more accurate 
analysis of agglomerates. At the beginning of this work the resolution of the 
commercially available XrRT systems was in the range of a few microns per pixel 
in the cross sections. This resolution is currently a few nanometres, with 
extremely sophisticated sample handling devices and faster scanning times. 
There is also the possibility of using synchrotron radiation, which can be 
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impractical due to beam time limitations but which can provide enough 
information to perfectly identify each of the components in an agglomerate 
giving an exact picture of its structure. 
The insight achieved by tomography methods could also be used in the form of 
structural models that could complement current population balance models 
(multi-scale modelling approach). This could lead to a much more complete and 
accurate description of the granulation process and maybe a fully predictive 
model of granulation could eventually be developed from the inside knowledge 
of how the different components are distributed within the granules. 
This work has been carried out using a laboratory scale, vertical axis, batch, high- 
shear mixer. These types of mixers are not very common in industry (with a few 
exceptions such as in the pharmaceutical industry), where bigger, continuous, 
horizontally mounted mixers are more common. It would also be interesting to 
use X-ray tomography in scale-up studies, trying to see how using different types 
of manufacturing methods/parameters affects the structure of the agglomerates 
produced. 
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APPENDixA 
RADIAL PROFILES PSEUDOCODE 
% ------------------------------------------------------------ 
% ------------------------------------------------------------ 
% CALCULATION OF THE CENTRE OF MASS -------------------------- 
% ------------------------------------------------------------ 
% ------------------------------------------------------------ 
The following need to be specified: first and last slice of 
series of images that make up the stack and tolerance 
for the 
masking. 
For the masking the magicwand function (importer as a C+ code) 
needs to be loaded. 
A try1catch loop is used in case there are errors reading the 
images. 
for k= startslice: endslice 
sliceno = k-startslice + 1; 
fname 
sprintf(ID: / .... 
/folder/experiment/image%d. bmp', k); 
try 
M 255 - double(imread(fname)); 
BM magicwandl(M, 1,1, tolerance); 
[rows, cols] = size(M); 
X 0; 
Y 0; 
Z 0; 
Norm = 0; 
for x=1: rows; 
for y=1: cols; 
if BM(x, y) == 0; 
Norm = Norm + M(x, y); 
X=X+ (M(X, Y)*x); 
Y=Y+ (M(X, Y)*Y); 
z=z+ (M (X, Y) * (i-1) ); 
end 
end 
end 
if Norm == 0; 
Norma(sliceno) = 0; 
Xa(sliceno) = 0; 
Ya(sliceno) = 0; 
Za(sliceno) = 0; 
else 
Norma(sliceno) = Norm; 
Xa(sliceno) = X/Norm; 
Ya(sliceno) = Y/Norm; 
Za(sliceno) = Z/Norm; 
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end 
catch 
name = sprintf('image%d', sliceno); 
disp(Ithe following image does not exist: '); 
disp(name); 
end 
end 
Norm3D = sum(Norma); 
X3D = sum(Xa. *Norma)/Norm3D; 
Y3D = sum(Ya. *Norma)/Norm3D; 
Z3D = sum(Za. *Norma)/Norm3D; 
save centcoord. txt X3D Y3D Z3D -ascii -double; 
% ------------------------------------------------------------ 
% ------------------------------------------------------------ 
% CALCULATIONS FOR THE RADIAL PROFILES AND BINNING OF THE DATA 
% ------------------------------------------------------------ 
% ------------------------------------------------------------ 
All that data required for the radial profiles is calculated 
in this section alongside the values of the radius of gyration 
of the sample. Also all the data is binned by radius. 
The number of bins needs to be specified in order to know the 
width of each of the bins (Rstep). 
A try1catch loop is used in case there are errors reading the 
images. 
After the radial binning the following quantities are 
calculated for each individual bin: sum of all pixel 
intensities, squared sum of all pixel intensities, total 
number of pixels, maximum intensity, minimum intensity. 
for k= startslice: endslice 
sliceno = k-startslice + 1; 
fname 
sprintf('D: / .... /folder/experiment/image%d. bmp', k); 
try 
1 255 - double(imread(fname)); 
BM magicwandl(I, 1,1, tolerance); 
for x=1: rows; 
for y=1: cols; 
if BM(x, y) == 0; 
r= sqrt((x-X3D)^2+(y-Y3D )A 2+(sliceno-l-Z3D )A 2); 
gyration(l, l) = gyration(l, l) + (I(x, y)*(r A 2)); 
gyration(1,2) = gyration(1,2) + I(x, y); 
binnumber = ceil(r/Rstep); 
histograms(binnumber, I(X, Y)+l) 
histograms(binnumber, I(x, y)+J) + 1; 
data(binnumber, l) = data(binnumber, l) + I(X, Y); 
data(binnumber, 2) data(binnumber, 2) + 
(I(X, y))A 2; 
data(binnumber, 3) = data(binnumber, 3) + 1; 
if I(x, y) > data(binnumber, 4) 
data(binnumber, 4) = I(x, y); 
end 
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if I(x, y) < data(binnumber, 5) 
data(binnumber, 5) = I(xy); 
end 
end 
end 
end 
catch 
name = sprintf('image%dl, sliceno); 
disp(Ithe following image does not exist: '); 
disp(name); 
end 
end 
gyrationvalue = sqrt(gyration(1,1)/gyration(1,2)); 
save gyration. txt gyrationvalue -ascii -double; 
save histograms. txt histograms -ascii -double; 
save data. txt data -ascii -double; 
From the values already calculated the following amounts are 
calculated for each bin: median, mean, standard deviation, 
variance, coefficient of variation. The results are saved on a 
text file that is then imported into EXCEL for final 
calculations and preparation of the data for plotting. 
for i=l: max(size(data)); 
results(i, l) = (data(i, 4) + data(i, 5))/2; 
results(i, 2) = data(i, l)/data(i, 3); 
results(i, 3) sqrt((data(i, 3)*data(i, 2))- 
(data(i, l)A2))/data(i, 3); 
results(i, 4) = results(i, 3)^2; 
results(i, 5) = results(i, 3)/results(i, 2); 
end 
save results. txt results -ascii -double; 
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APPENDix B 
XRT CROSS SECTIONS 
The following images correspond to x-ray tomography cross sections for a 
granules manufactured with the experimental settings detailed below (rable B. 1). 
Only the 1 every 20 cross sections are shown, corresponding to a distance 
between slices of approximately 27 microns along the z-a"ds. The first image of 
the set corresponds to an x-ray shot of the granule. 
Table B. 1. Experimental settings 
Process parameters 
Binder addition method Melt-in 
Impeller speed (fpm) 200 
Chopper speed (fpm) 1400 
Granulation tirric (min) 10 
Temperature CC) 60 
Granule size (pm) 1000-1400 
Formulation parameters 
Pimary particlees (S) Durcal4O (2000 
Binder (L) PEGISOO (260 
Binder to solid ratio (L/. g) 0.13 
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